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QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS
CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAM (CAP) PLAN

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Past reviews of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) construction and operations
records1 required for licensing found that some records (1) were not
retrievable in a timely manner or were potentially missing, (2) were
maintained in improper storage, or (3) had quality problems (e.g., were
incomplete, technically/administratively deficient). Examples of records
problems have been documented in various reports as shown in Attachment 1.

In 1987, Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) performed a review of site
construction and operations records to determine the range of problems
that may have existed. The review substantiated indications of Quality
Assurance (QA) records problems in the areas of retrievability,
completeness, and other records attributes. The most common records
problems were related to retrievability (potentially missing or misfiled
documents). The results of this review were captured in Condition
Adverse to Quality (CAQ) reports and docmnented in Reference 1.

The QA Records CAP was developed in late 1988 to address the trend of
CAQs identified by NQA. This CAP was submitted to the NRC and their
review is documented in a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) (Reference 2).
The scope of the CAP focused directly on records associated with the CAQs
and other records judged at the time to be important. During the course
of implementation, additional records issues were identified. Further
evaluation and trending conducted in 1990 indicated a need to expand the
CAP scope to address the full extent of condition (EOC) by including a
broader set of record categories. In early 1991, TVA committed to
systematically address all of the ANSI N45.2.9 Appendix A record types
through an Additional Systematic Records Review (ASRR) (Reference 3)
which is now part of the QA Records CAP. The ASRR described in
Attachment 6 incorporates statistical sampling to effect more complete
coverage of records and higher confidence that problems with record
adequacy are identified and resolved and appropriate recurrence control
actions taken.

The scope of this CAP includes the assessment of the storage,
retrievability, records quality, and technical content of the
ANSI N45.2.9 Appendix A record types that are currently applicable to WBfI
Unit 1. The QA Records CAP will rely upon input from the ASRR in
reaching closure on determination of EOC of previously known rccords
quality discrepancies. Problems identified through the implementation of
this CAP will be dispositioned using the established site process for
corrective action and recurrence controls. In addition, the application
of trend analysis, root cause analysis, and EOC evaluations will provide
reasonable assurance of the acceptability of the retrievability, storage,
quality, and technical content of WBN QA records.

1As used in this plan, the term "operations records" refers to records
of operations, maintenance, and modification activities.
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The ASRR portion of the CAP scope (see Section 4.2 and Attachment 6) goes
beyond the disposition of specific, previously known records quality
discrepancies and the associated EOC to include a broader evaluation of
record technical content as well as record quality and the consistency of
the physical installation with the records. Thus, the revised QA Records
CAP will provide confirmatory evidence that discrepancies with WBN Unit 1
records have been identified and resolved and that appropriate recurrence
controls are put in place to prevent similar problems in the future. TVA
is confident that through the effective implementation of this CAP the
necessary QA Records will exist and be retrievable in an acceptable
manner with the required quality and technical content to permit the
licensing of WBN Unit 1.

The scope of this CAP revision addresses changes in methodology for
sampling and statistical analysis of results. Comments received from the
NRC and specific open items as shown in Attachment 5 are addressed.

2.0 OBJECTIVES

The following are the objectives of this CAP:

0 Ensure adequate storage and retrievability of required WBN QA records.

0 Resolve quality and technical problems related to WBN QA records.

0 Ensure that historical workplans and maintenance requests reflect the
proper engineering intent.

oVerify technical content of WBN records by comparing the consistency
of design output requirements (i.e., drawings and specifications) with
other records produced by the engineering, construction, and testing
processes and the physical installation.

oEnsure that programs are established and are adequate to prevent
recurrence of record problems.

Completion of this CAP will provide reasonable assurance that WBN QA
records satisfy current licensing requirements for record quality,
technical content, storage, and retrievability.

3.0 SCOPE

This program covers the storage, retrievability, technical content, and
quality of WBN Unit I QA records generated and stored as specified in
ANSI N45.2.9.

4.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

This CAP has two principal components focused on evaluation of WBN QA
records. The first component (described in Section 4.1) addresses known
issues identified prior to January 1989 and the second component



(described in Section 4.2), the ASRR portion of the CAP, provides a
confirmatory evaluation addressing the full scope of ANSI record types
currently applicable to WBN.

4.1 Resolution of Records Issues Identified Prior to January 1989

A QA Records Team (QART) was established to oversee and manage
activities required by this CAP to resolve the QA records issues
identified prior to 1989 (i.e., corresponding to the time the CAP
was initiated).

The QART is chaired by the QA Records Project Manager and includes
representatives from Nuclear Modifications (NM), Nuclear Engineering
(NE), Document Control and Records Management (DCRM), Plant
Operations, and Site Quality Assurance (SQA). Records-related
issues open as of January 20, 1989, have been collected by the QART
from a review of open CAQs and Employee Concerns Corrective Action
Tracking Documents (CATDs). Identified concerns are being addressed
by a three-path corrective action approach. The first path
represents the steps to resolve identified records storage issues.
The second path represents steps to resolve identified records
retrievability issues. The third path represents steps to resolve
identified quality issues for deficient records. Attachment 2
provides a flowchart of these activities and Attachment 3 provides
the fragnet.

4.1.1 Storage Issues

Identified records storage concerns include (1) failure to
meet the requirements for a fire-rated vault and (2) failure
to place construction and operations records in the records
vault or in duplicate storage in accordance with the TVA QA
Topical Report (TVA-TR75-1A). These issues are being
resolved by the following actions:

" Issues relating to records vault fire-rating deficiencies
have been resolved through modifications to the vault by
Nuclear Modifications and NRC's approval of the WBN
2-hour, fire-rated vault. In addition, Nuclear
Engineering has performed the necessary evaluations to
assure that the structure containing the vault will
withstand the maximum predicted wind loading specified in
TVA licensing commitments.

" QA records generated by construction and operations are

being indexed and microfilmed for duplicate storage where
appropriate. Nonmicrofilmed QA records will be stored in
the site vault in accordance with the requirements of the
TVA NQA Plan. These actions are being implemented by DCRM.

4.1.2 Retrievability Issues

Identified records retrievability issues (e.g., inadequate
identification and indexing of records and potentially
missing or misfiled documents) have been addressed as follows:



O A substantial volume of backlog construction and

operations records has been microfilmed and indexed by
DCRM.

O Under the direction of DCRM management, a team of

personnel experienced in records control has developed and
implemented a systematic approach to records retrieval.
Experience in retrieving records for the Vertical Slice
Review and NRC Construction Assessment Team (CAT)
Inspection has demonstrated the ability to find records,
but has also shown that the process is highly people
dependent. Since records have been filed in a variety of
ways at multiple locations and because some components
have multiple identifiers, the systematic approach
included the preparation of a Record Retrieval Guide.
This guide includes computer data bases that contain
indices and manual processes as necessary to ensure timely
retrieval of records. The Record Retrieval Guide is now
available to users.

0 An interim confirmatory review has been conducted by DCRM

to determine if this approach to records retrieval
facilitates timely and accurate retrieval of QA records.
Potential retrievability problems were noted in the review
report related to retrieval requests for the ASRR. A
final review by DCRM will be performed prior to project
completion.

Further recurrence control actions have been and continue to
be implemented in the retrievability area as a result of ASRR
findings. These are described in Section 4.4.

4.1.3 Quality Issues

Identified QA records-related issues (e.g., missing,
incomplete, administratively deficient records) identified
prior to 1989 have been collected from a review of open CAQs
and CATDs and screened to determine which issues will be
resolved through actions of other Special Programs (SPs) or
CAPs. Records issues addressed by other SPs or CAPs will be
closed in accordance with established WBN procedures
controlling the completion and closure of these programs.

Additional records quality issues are being identified during
the implementation of this CAP (e.g., ASRR). These
discrepancies are being classified to assist in the
identification of adverse trends, evaluation of EOC (generic
implications), and in the determination of the need and scope
for corrective actions.

4.1.4 Trend Analysis

Quality issues that were identified prior to January 1989
have been subjected to a trend analysis. This trend analysis



was conducted by NE and included a review of Vertical Slice
Review identified record issues. It was determined that the
reviews only focused on records associated with identified
problems and not all records with potential problems.

Further, it was determined that reviews of records performed
prior to January 1989 did not cover the scope of record types
identified in ANSI N45.2.9 Appendix A that are applicable to
WEN. Because the prior reviews did not establish a
reasonable confidence in the overall condition of WBN QA
records, it was determined that there was a need to perform a
comprehensive systematic review of WBN QA records. Hence,
the scope of this CAP was expanded through the ASRR to
include an evaluation of records quality and technical
content for ANSI N45.2.9 Appendix A record types currently
applicable to WBN.

4.2 Additional Systematic Records Review

In late 1990, the ASRR was developed to provide an additional
assessment of the condition of WBN QA records after TVA determined
that a more systematic approach was required to provide the
necessary level of assurance. As previously submitted to the NRC
(Reference 3), the ASRR included a statistically based review of
record quality attributes for ANSI N45.2.9 Appendix A record types
currently applicable to WBN and a statistically based physical
reinspection of hardware to compare the consistency of the
installation records with the physical configuration. The ASRR
provides for the evaluation of extent of condition as necessary for
each record type population and the establishment of recurrence
controls. This assures that the entire record type population will
satisfy the established acceptance criteria for unresolved defects.

Later in 1991, TVA further expanded the scope of the ASRR to address
the technical content of records sampled with particular emphasis on
the review of workplans and maintenance requests. The review of the
technical content of records focuses on verification of the
consistency of records with engineering output requirements
(Reference 8). Thus, the technical content reviews coupled with the
hardware reviews will enable a more complete perspective on the
content consistency of the overall records package and the
congruence of records and the physical configuration with
engineering drawings and specifications.

The ASRR has been revised to reflect its enhanced scope, to
incorporate comments previously discussed with NRC (References 4, 5,
and 6), and to document changes in methodology for sampling and
statistical analysis of results in response to NRC's position on
sampling (References 15 through 17). The ASRR has been incorporated
as Attachment 6 to this CAP. The closure of the ASRR activities
will include an integrated assessment of records technical content
and the consistency of the physical installation with that depicted
within the records.I



4.3 Resolution of Record Deficiencies

4.3.1 Missing, incomplete, or otherwise deficient records are being
evaluated and dispositioned in a manner consistent with the
purpose and significance of the record. Approaches for
disposition may include one or more of the following with the
options shown in the order of priority:

" Retrieval of information from alternative and/or redundant
source documents which attest to or substantiate the
quality of the feature.

o Use of information generated by WBN programs (including
other CAPs and SPs) that provide new or superseding
information.

o Use of testing and other performance data.

" Use of reinspection, retesting, reanalysis, rework, or
replacement of the plant feature in accordance with the
current QA program. Reinspections are being performed
using current procedures and acceptance criteria. If
there are cases where current inspection requirements and
acceptance criteria are less stringent than the original
or an inspection attribute is inaccessible, then
justification is provided.

4.3.2 The following guidelines govern the approach of applying
dispositions for record problems. Dispositions vary based
upon the significance of the record(s) consistent with NRC
guidance provided in reference 11:

1. Records required by NRC Regulations - Implement
corrective actions to replace the records, or modify the
existing records to bring into conformance, or justify an
exemption (not generally to be considered except in
extreme circumstances). TVA has defined the specific set
of records in this category for which an exemption
request will be submitted to NRC if the records are
missing (see Attachment 4).

2. Records required to demonstrate qualification of safety
related features, attributes, and functions of the plant
or activities - Implement any of the above corrective
actions, or creation of alternative records, or
development of alternative technical bases demonstrating
qualification.

3. Records required to demonstrate qualification of quality-
related items or activities - Implement any of the above
corrective actions, or demonstrate (by providing
alternative information) that the requirements are met,
or justify changing the requirements.
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4. Records required by TVA procedures (but not falling in
any of the above categories) - Implement any of the
above corrective actions if the record supports future
operational support, or justify leaving the situation
"as-is," or justify changing the procedure
(eliminate/modify the records requirement).

Records may be eliminated from consideration if they
represent intermediate documentation that was evolutionary to
other final documentation and/or have been superseded.

4.3.3 The results of these disposition and corrective action
activities will be documented. For those plant features that
are confirmed to be adequate as described above, the
associated QA records will be superseded or supplemented to
reflect the resolution of the issue. A cross-reference will
be added to the record index to supplement the original
record with the appropriate documentation that demonstrates
acceptability of the hardware.

4.3.4 Issues will be considered design significant if, after an
engineering evaluation, they are found to be in
nonconformance with appropriate codes, standards, or
licensing requirements. Issues determined to be design
significant will (1) have a root cause analysis performed,
(2) have an extent of condition evaluation, (3) have
recurrence controls implemented, and (4) be resolved by
corrective actions such as rework, repair, replacement,
retest, or commitment revision if technically justified.
Documentation of completed corrective actions will replace or
supplement the deficient records.

4.3.5 Record issues will be dispositioned as appropriate in
accordance with the established WBN corrective action
processes.

4.4 Recurrence Control

Identified records retrievability and record quality issues have
been caused by the following:

0 Records never created,
0 Records incorrectly prepared or completed,
o Records never turned in,
0 Records turned in but not adequately indexed.,
o Records not properly microfilmed,
o Records checked out and not returned.

Steps have been taken to address the above causes and prevent
recurrence of these problems in the future.



o Programmatic control and retrievability has been improved by
issuance of the following Site Standard Practices (SSPs):

SSP-2.07 Document Control
SSP-2.08 Controlled Drawings
SSP-2.09 Records Management

" Site-wide training in the Document Control Records Management

procedures has been conducted. DCRM personnel have conducted
this training for essentially all site personnel, including TVA
and contract personnel, in a classroom setting. This training,
which will continue for newly assigned personnel, emphasizes the
need for proper preparation and completion of records and the
correct process for handling and processing controlled documents
and records.

o A records management and control process has been enhanced
(SSP-2.09). This process controls records creation, completion,
and transmittal to DCRM, and temporary storage of in-process
records.

o A records list has been prepared for WBN records. This list is
required by SSP-2.09 and is maintained by the DCRM Manager. This
list includes WBN records procedurally required to be created.
Record types must be on this list prior to being transmitted to
DCRM. This list is continually being updated to indicate new
records required by new or revised procedures.

Improvements to the indexing process are also being implemented.

Four existing records retrieval data bases have been
consolidated. Additionally, WBN records from organizations at
WBN are now filmed and indexed onsite. In addition, WBN records
generated offsite will be copied into the WBN site indexing data
base. These actions will provide retrievability to WBN records
from one data base and will improve the efficiency and cycle time
for processing records. Some key records are being evaluated to
determine if additional indexing is justified.

With the issuance in 1988 of a standardized Nuclear Power
procedure for micrographics, quality of the micrographics process
improved at the nuclear sites. WBN implemented a requirement to
consecutively number and provide the total number of pages in a
record. This serves as a double check in the receipt inspection
and microfilming process. New equipment has been purchased and
operators now receive better training.

More restrictive requirements have been put in place to prevent
unauthorized changes to records or removal of records from the
vault. Records in the vault are reviewed in the DCRM area only.
Access to this area is controlled (persons must be on an
authorization list) and no black pens are allowed in this area.
Records approved by the Site Support Manager for checkout must be
returned by the end of that shift.

-8-



Recurrence controls for records issues previously identified by the
CAP and through the ASRR are determined at the time of resolution of
the Adverse Condition Report and completion of root cause and trend
analysis.

4.5 Licensing Assessment

Completion of this CAP will provide reasonable assurance that WBN QA
records for Unit 1 satisfy current licensing requirements for
records storage, retrievability, technical content, and quality.
Any changes to licensing commitments will be proposed only when
justified.

5.0 PROGRAM INTERFACE

Other CAPs and Special Programs provide resolutions for technical
problems with WBN plant hardware and documentation. The QA Records CAP
(including the ASRR) will make use of these CAP and Special Program
resolutions in dispositioning records issues when appropriate. The means
to do this are described in Section 6 of the ASRR program description
(Attachment 6). In order to assure that records produced by other CAPs
and SPs are adequate, the ASRR provides for an evaluation to test the
records outputs of these programs.

6.0 PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Interface with site organizations for the resolution of previously
identified record problems (i.e., pre-1989 CAQs, CATDs, Deficiency
Reports, etc.) will be coordinated by the QART members with their
assigned organizations.

Implementation of the ASRR has been carried out by a project organization
composed of two main elements. One of these elements, the Records
Assessment Team (RAT), performs the record reviews and hardware
reinspections. The other element, the Record Response Team (RRT),
provides the resolution of identified problems and determines needed
recurrence controls. In carrying out these functions, the RRT uses Root
Cause Analysis and EOC. They also perform the engineering evaluation for
design significance. In some cases the RRT may utilize expertise in the
various site line organizations or outside of TVA. Corrective actions
such as rework, repair, or replace will generally be carried out by the
site line organizations.

Starting in May 1992 the RAT and RRT functions are being merged to
provide improved integration of effort and focus on record end products.
Thus, the enhanced ASRR organization is comprised of Record Completion
Teams (RCT), each focused on important subsets of WBN records. The RCTs
include representatives from relevant WBN line organizations.

Site QA will assure that this CAP, as well as other CAPs and Special
Programs, are implemented properly and that the records generated are
adequate.



7.0 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION

This CAP is being implemented through the use of project procedures and
in accordance with established site standard procedures such as the WBN
corrective action procedures.

At the completion of the project a CAP Final Report will be issued to
summarize results and provide conclusions about all areas covered by the
CAP. This report will provide the results of the statistical evaluation
of record type populations relative to the various deficiency categories
including a status of missing records and their dispositions. The CAP
Final Report will provide the results of Site QA verifications related to
QA records.

8.0 CONCLUSION

Through effective implementation of the QA Records CAP, TVA will
demonstrate that WBN QA records have been comprehensively assessed and
evaluated and that identified problems have been resolved. This approach
provides confidence that the necessary QA records will exist and be
retrievable in an acceptable manner with the required quality and
technical content to permit the licensing of WBN Unit 1.

-10--
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Page 1 of 2
Attachment 1

BASIS OF CAP
EXAMPLE LISTING OF RECORD CAQs

CAO NUMBER

WBQ8 80211

WBQ 880151

WBQ880097

WBQ87 1147

WBQ87 09 37

WBQ87 07 12

WBQ 870698

WBP880188

WBQ87 1002

ISSUE TYPE

Retrievability

Quality

Quality

Quality

Quality

Quality

Quality

Quality
Retrievability

Retrievability
Quality

ABBREVIATED DESCRIPTION

Surveillance reports not retrievable,
pump installation and alignment
document not retrievable.

Field verification data from physical
walkdown not of sufficient degree of
accuracy.

Unused data blanks on verification
sheet not filled in, orientation of
solenoid valve in degrees not recorded.

Modifications records on CSSC equipment
reference incorrect document numbers.

Review of N-S TVA 1-61-1/2/3-P9
revealed two serial numbers not listed
on the component appurtenances report.

Workplan WP-5086 does not have
procurement numbers recorded on the
"Modifications Material List,"
Attachment G, for the material replaced
as a result of work performed.

Life of Plant document for two Conax
electrical penetrations reflects
incomplete NDE examinations.

Weld procedure not recorded, weld
documentation not found.

Retrievability Problems - Examples
include: Support variance sheets,
grout pour cards, aggregate sieve
analysis, concrete placement
documentation, proof load test for
cable tray anchors, cadweld splice crew
certification documentation, lift and
transport records.

Quality Problems -- Examples include:
Weld map references incorrect tank I.D.
number, superseded form 209 not
appropriately signed, receipt
inspection does not indicate NCR
number, receiving report indicates
wrong serial number.
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Page 2 of 2
Attachment 1

BASIS OF CAP
EXAMPLE LISTING OF RECORD CAQs

CAQ NUMBER

WBP871000

WBP870036

W-203-P

ISSUE TYPE

Retrievability

Quality
Retrievability

Storage

ABBREVIATED DESCRIPTION

No documentation could be found in
WP-3749 for the Flexibility
Verification Data Sheet for the
essential control air supplying
1-PCV-3-122 and 1-PCV-132.

Records cannot be located in the
vault. Superseded record revisions
missing. Two records stored in vault
with identical identifiers. Record in
vault/no test level indicated. Blanks
on records not "N/A." Records have
corrections, additions, strikeovers.
Illegible records. Test certified by
inspector not certified. Revision
levels of procedures not entered on
record. -

Storage vault does not meet fire rating.
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Attachment 2

I Flow Chart of QA Records CAP Activities
.For Record Issues Identified Prior to January 1989

STORAGE ISSUES

QUALITY ISSUES

I SSUES
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Attachment 4

RECORDS REQUIRING AN EXEMPTION REQUEST IF MISSING

Regulation

10CFR21

1OCFR50.34

IOCFR50.44

1OCFR50.46

I0CFR50.48

IOCFR50.49

10CFR50.54(a)

1OCFR50.54(o)

IOCFR50.55(e)(1)

10CFR50.55a

IOCFR50.61

IOCFR50.62

IOCFR50.63

10CFR50,
Appendix B

lOCFRlOO,
Appendix A

Records

o Defects And Noncompliance Reports (Part 21

Evaluations)

o Preliminary And Final Safety Analysis Reports

O Post-Accident Combustible Gas Control System

Analysis

o Emergency Core Cooling System Analysis

o Fire Protection Analysis

o Environmental Qualification Program Evaluations

O Quality Assurance Plan

o Primary Reactor Containment Leakage Testing

Records

o Deficiency Reports During Construction (50.55e

Evaluations)

o Records Demonstrating Conformance To ASME Boiler

And Pressure Vessel Code Sections III And XI

- Code Data Reports
- Radiographs and Radiographic Test Results
- Hydro Test Results

o Records Demonstrating Conformance To IEEE-279

o Fracture Toughness Techmical Analysis

o Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS)

Technical Analysis

o Loss Of All Alternating Current Power Technical

Analysis

O Quality Assurance Plan

o Final Safety Analysis Report
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Attachment 5
NRC COMMENTS, OPEN ITEMS, IFIs, AND URIs

ADDRESSED IN QA RECORDS CAP/ASRR

In general, closure is provided via the quality records review under the CAP/ASRR
program, and via the technical adequacy reviews conducted under the ASRR program.
CAP/ASRR Sections addressing the open item are provided below:

NRC Onen Items

" NRC Letter dated 12/08/89 - NRC

Safety Evaluation of the Watts Bar
Unit 1 Corrective Action Program
(CAP) Plan for QA Records

O NRC Letter dated 09/18/90 -

Inspection of the Watts Bar QA
Records and Q-List Corrective Action
Programs, NRC Inspection Report Nos.
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NCIG-08
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Quality Issues/

Root Cause

Trend Analysis

Prompt Corrective

Action

O NRC Letter dated 10/30/89 - Quality
Assurance Records for Watts Bar

0 NRC Letter dated 08/30/91 - Watts Bar

Unit 1 - QA Records Corrective Action
Program Additional Systematic Records
Review

o NRC Letter dated 09/05/91 - NRC

Inspection Report Nos. 50-390/91-13
and 50-391/91-13. Also see IR
390, 391/92-05 dated 04/17/92.

- URI 89-20-03: Storage of Quality
Assurance Records

- URI 86-24-03: Construction Records

NRC letter dated 04/10/92 - NRC Staff

Position on the QA Records CAP;
issues related to sampling and
statistical analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The purpose of this document is to describe the Additional Systematic
Records Review (ASRR) portion of the Quality Assurance Records Corrective
Action Program (CAP). This expansion of the QA Records CAP was initiated
by TVA to confirm that a factual, documented basis has been established
(through QA records) to demonstrate that WBN is designed, constructed, and
tested in conformance with specified requirements and has achieved the
requisite level of quality to begin operation. The scope of the ASRR is
designed to be comprehensive in breadth by evaluating all ANSI N45.2.9
record types currently applicable to WBN. The review is also designed to
have depth with respect to its review of a statistically significant
sample of records against record attributes that confirm records quality,
technical content, and the consistency of the physical installation with
the records. Upon completion, the ASRR will provide confirmation that
prior engineering, construction, and testing processes coupled with the
ongoing Corrective Action Programs (CAPs) and Special Programs (SPs) have
produced adequate records or the QA Records CAP will identify and
coordinate any required corrective actions.

This systematic approach enables more complete conclusions and provides a
broader framework that goes beyond previously known issues to provide a
higher level of assurance that these or other issues do not exist
elsewhere.

The QA Records reviews to date utilized the results of three previous
reviews of WBN QA records to evaluate the nature and extent of record
problems. The three reviews are briefly described below:

1987 OA Records Survey

A review of approximately 4500 records verified the attributes of the
QA records necessary to substantiate the quality of construction,
maintenance, modifications, and testing activities including
onsite-generated records supporting the procurement of selected
equipment.

1988 Vertical Slice Review

An engineering verification of approximately 4000 records to
determine the technical adequacy of selected structures, systems, and
components, and the associated design process; a construction
verification and a verification of the QA/QC records for the selected
structures, systems, and components.

1990 Operations and Maintenance Records Review

Performed by Site QA to address operations and maintenance
activities. Evaluated approximately 4200 records. Of this number,
400 records were reviewed directly as part of this review and an
evaluation was made of the results of past Site QA audits and surveys
that reviewed 3800 records.



The completion of WBN must be both technically adequate and supported by
adequate records. There are three considerations with respect to the
adequacy of records. First is the accuracy with which they document the
technical adequacy of activities affecting quality. Second is the quality
of documentation including: existence, completeness of results and
authorization, legibility, accuracy of references, and correctness of
changes. Third is the availability of records, including retrievability
and storage. For each aspect of record adequacy there is an effective
review method to define the necessary corrections.

o Record accuracy may be determined by first evaluating work to
requirements to determine technical adequacy; then comparing that
conclusion to the conclusion documented in records. This approach
confirms both technical adequacy and record accuracy. This approach
was employed by the construction and records segments of the 1988
Vertical Slice Review and will be incorporated within the various ASRR
reviews of records technical content.

" Record quality can be determined by evaluation of records against
record keeping requirements contained in TVA standards and procedures.
This approach was employed by several previous reviews including the
1987 QA survey, the records segment of the 1988 Vertical Slice Review,
and the 1990 operations and maintenance records review and will be
incorporated within the ASRR reviews of records quality.

" Record availability is a combination of storage and retrieval. The
retrieval system was tested during the aforementioned 1987, 1988, and
1990 reviews. Record storage adequacy may be determined by review of
the storage facility and the extent to which required records are
stored therein. Record storage was reviewed, in particular, by the
1987 QA survey. The completeness of the QA records will be considered
within the ASRR technical content and quality reviews.

Results

The results data from previous reviews will not be used in the trend
analysis for the ASRR. However, TVA is developing and implementing
corrective actions to resolve the problems identified. The dispositions
of these deficiencies as described in Section 4.3.2 of the QA Records CAP
are consistent with the NRC Region II letter dated October 30, 1990, and
will be processed within the TVA corrective action program.

A tabulation of the types of record quality deficiencies found as a result

of these reviews is provided in Appendix A.

Need for Additional Review

Previous reviews for record quality were performed using directed or
"engineering" biased sampling methods specifically based on component
variety, component importance and unique activities, etc., and therefore,
the records reviewed fell into a limited number of the 198 ANSI N45.2.9
record types. In light of this, TVA is supplementing the earlier reviews
with a more comprehensive, systematic sampling of records quality and
technical content which addresses the broad range of ANSI record types.



This evaluation includes a review of historical workplans and maintenance
requests to verify that these work instructions reflect the proper
engineering intent.

Also, to provide additional assurance that the total body of QA records
collectively reflects the plant configuration, TVA is performing an
additional comprehensive sampling to verify record accuracy. This review
compares design outputs (i.e., drawings and specifications) and inspection
records with associated hardware components.

2. RECORDS REVIEW

The ASRR records review has two principal components: (1) an evaluation
of records quality and (2) an evaluation of records technical content. As
described previously, the technical content reviews supplemented the QA
Records CAP scope after a significant portion of the quality reviews were
completed. Accordingly, these two components will be implemented
independently in time; however, the technical content reviews will utilize
the sampled records from the quality reviews and the conclusions from both
will be integrated within the QA Records CAP Final Report.

2.a Record Population Structure

The record population has been structured for the record review by
developing a matrix of plant elements versus required record. The
structure of the matrix is shown in Figure 1. Required records are
defined in the 198 record types specified in ANSI N'45.2.9-1974.
Plant elements are defined as the 20 elements specified in the
Element/Attribute List. The Element/Attribute List also provided a
structured basis for the systematic assessment of WBN during 1987 and
1988, and for developing the WBN Nuclear Performance Plan. The
element list is provided in Appendix B.

There are two special considerations in the matrix. First, the 198
ANSI record types will be reviewed, except 12 types which are not
applicable to the WBN plant type/configuration or are not yet
required at WBN (refer to Appendix B for a listing). Second,
approximately 100 of the ANSI record types deal with unique records
which do not easily tie to the plant elements. These will be
reviewed without regard to plant elements.

2.b Considerations in Record Selection

(1) Sampling From Existing CAPs/SPs

One consideration in selecting areas for record review is the
timing of reviewing those records which have been targeted for
revision as a result of corrective actions. Previous major
record reviews have selected record samples from populations
already subject to a CAP/SP. These reviews identified some
record quality and technical content deficiencies in these
areas. Since the CAP/SP will provide a comprehensive evaluation
and corrective action and the recording of a new basis for



acceptance, it resolves deficiencies with technical adequacy,
record accuracy, and record quality. Therefore, it is
considered acceptable to resolve these record deficiencies by
confirming that the record has been supplemented by records
produced by the CAP/SP.

The QA Records CAP will include consideration of CAPs/SPs. The
record sample will not exclude areas by virtue of CAPs/SPs
planned, in progress, or completed. If the CAP/SP is complete,
the records produced are the current configuration records and
will be selected for the additional review. If the CAP/SP is
not yet complete, an in-process record review will be performed
that will select the most recent records which represent the
current configuration. This review will focus on the technical
and quality attributes of the CAP/SP records to determine
whether the CAPs/SPs are producing adequate records. Should a
record deficiency be identified, it will be resolved by
confirming that when the CAP/SP work is completed, it will
supplement the deficient record. As a result, the review will
confirm the adequacy of work completed under CAPs/SPs and where
deficiencies were identified this review will confirm that these
deficiencies will be adequately addressed during the completion
of CAPs/SPs.

(2) Currency of Records Reviewed

Another consideration is the age of records reviewed. The ASRR
portion of the CAP evaluates records which represent the current
configuration/status.

As an example - for a pipe support installed in 1978, modified
for IE Bulletin 79-14 in 1982, and modified again as a result of
the Hanger Analysis and Update Program in 1990, it would be
necessary to review all associated records to assure that when
combined, they represent the latest configuration.

However, there are situations where an earlier record will not
be reviewed. As an example - for a cable splice completed in
1983 and reperformed in 1990 due to new criteria, it would only
be necessary to review the 1990 record because it supersedes the
previously issued record.

CAP records will be one of the types of records that are
reviewed for elements where they apply. They will be reviewed
for the specific attributes they cover. Other previous records
will be reviewed as necessary for other attributes.

The approach of reviewing current configuration has two
advantages. It focuses on the records relied on for licensing.
It also reviews records generated during different timeframes in
the same proportion as they support the current configuration
and hence WBN's reliance on them.



(3) Significance of Hardware

It is desirable to direct sample selection by the safety
significance of the hardware associated with the records
sample. The objective is to provide a greater proportion of the
more important items in the sample, while including some of the
less important items. Two categories of significance are
defined in the Q-List: primary safety related and quality
related. The sa~mple is directed to ensure it includes more
items which are primary safety-related than quality-related.
Thus, for a particular ANSI record type the records are evenly
selected from appropriate hardware elements.

2.c Review Process for Evaluation of Records Quality

The sample review process contains the following steps:

(1) Once the samples are selected, the records supporting the
current configurations are retrieved. This includes the
supplementing or superseding records generated by CAPs and SPs
where available.

(2) A checklist is developed which considers the site activity
procedures which require the production of QA records and which
is sensitive to the following review attributes:

REVIEW ATTRIBUTES

Existence

Incomplete Results Data

Incomplete References!

Authorization

Legibility

Referencing

Incorrect Changes

EXAMPLE S

Record missing

Results blank, N/A in error

Authorization not signed,
not initialed, not dated,
referencing blank or N/A in error

Results, authorization,
referencing illegible

Reference incorrect procedure,
revision level, or component
identifier

Results, references, or
authorizations changed by
whiteout, crossout not
initialed and dated

(3) The records are reviewed and any discrepancies are documented.

(4) Discrepancies are classified by deficiency type (i.e., either
primary or secondary; see Section 4), compared to acceptance
criteria, and subjected to further evaluations as described in
Sections 5, 6, and 7.
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2.d Review Process for Evaluation of Records Technical Content

The technical content evaluation provides assurance that the
following five phases (or categories) of records development are
addressed:

oRecords generated by the design/engineering processes (original
and CAPs/SPs) to define the design,

0 Records generated by the work management and control processes to
translate engineering intent into work instructions,

o Records generated by the manufacturing processes,

" Records generated by the construction and installation processes
to document that the physical plant meets engineering and quality
requirements,

o Records generated by the preop and startup testing processes and
records associated with the transition to operations.

The review utilizes the records sampled for the quality reviews
described in Section 2.c. These records are eval uated against
technical attributes that are critical to the purpose for which the
record was created. In addition, as confirmation of how technical
output is maintained from the design criteria to the installed
hardware in the field, the review selectively focuses on the
compilation and evaluation of sets of records applicable to specific
hardware elements. This provides verification that the records
collectively demonstrate qualification to requisite requirements.

Reviews will be conducted considering the following review attributes:

0 Substance - The record content conforms with requisite industry
practice (at the time of initiation) necessary to demonstrate
qualification to specified requirements and acceptance criteria or
to document the results of an activity.

o Accuracy - The specific values, parameters, observations, or other
data recorded are congruent with that measured, calculated, or
visually observed and/or are congruent with that transferred as
inputs from validated source information.

o Integration - The collective set of records provides completeness
in coverage and are interfaced to demonstrate that all features,
attributes, functions, or activities are addressed, appropriately
bounded, and demonstrated to be within specified tolerances or
acceptance criteria.

Outputs of the engineering process (e.g., drawings and
specifications) serve as acceptance criteria for judging the adequacy
of record technical content for records developed by the work
management, construction, modification, and testing processes.
Engineering records developed by CAPs and SPs are evaluated by
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testing the completeness and adequacy of records generated by these
programs. The adequacy of documentation for specific values or
parameters will be confirmed through the evaluation of outputs of
related records.

Screening criteria are applied (with justification) to eliminate

document categories that:

" Do not contain technically significant information,

o Contain information that was evolutionary to other information

that now represents the "qualifying" documentation of interest, and

" Contain old information that will be superseded by new documents.

Given TVA's intent to conduct a new Regulatory Guide 1.68 testing
program, the prior testing records associated with this program will
not be reviewed; however, the ASRR will overview the process for
development of records by the new program and selectively verify
record outputs to assure that these are complete and meet quality and
technical requirements. Test records associated with the
construction, modification, or maintenance processes (e.g., hydros)
will be evaluated.

The quality and technical content of historical workplans and
maintenance requests are being reviewed to verify that the
engineering intent is properly reflected and to verify the
acceptability of recorded information that is critical to the
qualification of the hardware and maintaining configuration control.
Attributes verified by the hardware review (refer to Section 3) can
be eliminated from the workplans/maintenance requests reviews.

There will be a 100 percent evaluation of workplans and a sample
evaluation of maintenance requests that were generated during the
timeframe of the CAPs/SPs (i.e., 1988 through the stoppage of
construction in December 1990). Workplans/maintenance requests
generated prior to 1988 will be sampled. Where sampling of
workplans/maintenance requests is used, sub-populations are
established through consideration of organizational responsibility,
process/procedure applied, and/or timeframe as may be important to
maintaining reasonable homogeneity of the sub-populations.

3. HARDWARE REVIEW

A review is being performed to assess the hardware as it relates to
records accuracy for construction installations. The objective is to
verify that the records accurately reflect the actual physical
installation.

3.a Hardware Population Structure and Sampling

The hardware population is selected from the 20 plant elements
specified in the Element/Attribute Matrix. The element list is
provided in Appendix B.
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3.b Considerations in Hardware Selection

Considerations utilized in hardware selection will include;

" Accessible components/features,
O Components/features not requiring destructive testing,
O Components/features both within and outside the scope of the

CAPsIS Ps.

Components/features are reviewed to assure that the records
adequately reflect the installed configuration.

This review is not directed toward specific timeframes; instead the
plant elements represent components/features which reflect all phases
of construction installation.

3.c Review Process for Hardware

Inspections are performed to the procedures/criteria in effect at the
time of the latest installation. This inspection verifies those
attributes that can be inspected in the current configuration. As an
example - for a cable installation the only accessible attributes may
be mark number, cable identification, and routing. The inspection
attributes reviewed and the results will be documented in accordance
with project procedures. Identified discrepancies will be
classified, compared to acceptance criteria of Section 4, and
subjected to further evaluation in accordance with the provisions of
Sections 5 through 7.

4. CLASSIFICATION OF DISCREPANCIES AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Discrepancies will be classified by deficiency type (i.e., primary and
secondary) to assist in the determination of the need and scope for
corrective actions, to identify adverse trends, and to evaluate extent of
condition (generic implications).

A primary record deficiency is one in which the acceptability of the
recorded activity is either not documented or represents a potentially
design significant problem. Primary deficiencies include: (1) Missing
records and those which incompletely document the results of activities or
verifications, (2) Design significant discrepancies where the recorded
information represents a condition where WBN may not be in conformance
with the appropriate codes, standards, or licensing requirements. These
are considered primary because their existence results in little or no
basis for confidence in the acceptability of the work.

Secondary record deficiencies encompass the remaining types of
deficiencies. They include incompleteness of references or authorization,
illegibility, incorrect referencing, a drawing does not match the physical
configuration, use of incorrect inputs/outputs, errors of transposition,
etc., that do not otherwise represent a design significant condition.
These are considered to be of secondary importance because the deficient
record still provides a reasonable measure of confidence in the adequacy
of the recorded activity.



There can be extreme cases of secondary deficiencies which have the same
adverse affects as primary deficiencies. Because of this, secondary
deficiencies that adversely affect important data or information on the
record necessary to substantiate the quality of work or material will be
evaluated to determine if they are primary.

.Sampling of the records and hardware will assure there is at least a-95
percent confidence level for each ANSI record type and each hardware
element as follows:

Acceptance Criteria

Deficiency Type Maximum Deficiency Fraction (Percent)

Primary 5

Secondary 10

The distinction between the acceptance criteria for primary and secondary
deficiencies is based upon the degree to which each type of deficiency
reduces confidence in activities affecting quality. Since primary
deficiencies result in a greater reduction in confidence, there will be a
more stringent acceptance criteria for this type of deficiency. Secondary
deficiencies affecting multi-page records will be evaluated on a page
basis, in order to calculate the deficiency rate for determining record
type acceptability.

Record and hardware deficiencies are individually and collectively
evaluated as described in Sections 5, 6, and 7.

5. SAMPLING AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Objectives and General Principles

The objective of the ASRR sampling and statistical analysis is to
determine whether or not the acceptance criteria specified in Section 4
are met. These criteria specify that we can accept a given ANSI record
type or hardware element population of records if the fraction of
"defects" or deficiencies is less than 5 percent or 10 percent for primary
and secondary deficiencies, respectively. Conversely, we must reject
these populations if the fraction of defects or deficiencies is equal to
or greater than these values. The sampling is performed in such a manner
that the probability of rejecting the populations at the acceptance limits
is at least 95 percent (thus, the "95/5 or 95/10 tests" for primary and
secondary deficiencies, respectively). The 95/5 or 95/10 tests are based
on classical statistics.

Sampling is sequential (multi-stage), permitting a decision at the end of
each stage to either (see figure 2):



a terminate sampling and accept the population,

o terminate sampling and reject the population, or

o continue with another stage of sampling.

An important feature is the ability to investigate the root cause (RC) of
found deficiencies during the sampling process. Where the RC is
determined, an extent of condition (EOC) analysis follows to identify any
subpopulations that share similar causal characteristics. If either the
RC or EOC is indeterminate, the deficiency is considered to be "random"
and is left unexplained in the population. If both the RC and EOC are
determined, the identified subpopulation is removed from the initial
population. The process is repeated for the subpopulation(s) and the
remainder of the initial population until each population (or
subpopulation) passes the acceptance criteria or is rejected. Excessively
deficient populations may be subjected to 100 percent review/inspection
and are corrected in a manner consistent with the nature and significance
of the deficiencies (see Sections 6 and 7).

The repeated sampling and investigative RC/EOC processes lead to the
subdivision of the initial populations, creating subpopulations that have
not been specified prior to the start of sampling. To guarantee the 95/5
or 95/10 acceptance criteria are met, the statistical analyses must
recognize the impact of splitting populations and implementing in-process
corrective actions because the defect/deficiency fraction changes during
the process of sequential sampling. Accordingly, statistical tests on the
expected deficiency fraction at the end of each stage of sampling depend
on the whole history of found deficiencies up to and including that stage
and on the results of the RC/EOC analyses performed for these
deficiencies. The sampling plans and population acceptance depend on
whether or not deficiencies are investigated and corrected and other
factors.

The following discussions summarize several relevant cases. Details
addressing these and other situations are documented in a report entitled,
"Sequential Tests For the Hypothesis That the Fraction Defective of a
Population is Less Than 0.05," by Dr. Daniele Veneziano, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, May 15, 1992.

Cases When Deficiencies Are Considered Random

If all the deficiencies are considered to be random and left in the
initial population, Wald's well-known sequential probability ratio test
(SPRT) applies. This test is based on the likelihood ratio:

L i =Li(Po)

Li(0.05)

where Li(P) is the likelihood of having a deficiency fraction of P given
the sample up to and including sampling stage i and Po is a preselected
hypothetical deficiency fraction below the limiting value of 5 percent or
10 percent. The population is accepted if Li Ž A and is rejected if
Li I B where A
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and B are constants selected so that the test has the required 95 percent
significance level and a given power. Sampling is continued if B < Li<
A.

A similar sequential maximum probability ratio (SMPRT) can be formulated
which is based on the maximum likelihood ratio:

maxLi(P)

Lmaxi P < 0.05

maxLi(P)
P' ) 0.05

As for Li the acceptance and rejection limits A and B for Lmaxi are
set to produce a 95/5 or 95/10 test for the final deficiency fraction P
and to have adequate power.

Many pre-specified sampling plans can be derived using these tests. A
specific sampling plan for the ASRR will be established by specifying the
fraction Po for the test. In any case, the minimum initial sample sizes
will be 60. Subsequent stages of sampling are determined by the
associated sampling rules and the number and nature of deficiencies
encountered. The following cases are examples that demonstrate -use of
this methodology, each incorporating the-95/5 test.

Case 1: Start with an initial sample size of 72 and accept the population
if no deficiencies are found. Otherwise, reject the population
or take an additional sample of 40 for each found deficiency. If
no deficiencies are found in the additional sample, the
population is accepted. Otherwise, the population is rejected or
sampling continues using the 40 samples per deficiency rule.

Case 2: Same procedure as for case 1, except that the initial sample size
is 60 and the additional sample size per deficiency is 65.

Case 3: Start with an initial sample of 67 and vary the size of the
additional sample (or number of acceptable samples needed) as a
function of the number of deficiencies encountered.

The acceptance rules for these cases compare as follows:

Sample Size
Equal To Or Greater Than

No. Deficiencies Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
0 72 60 67
1 112 125 122
2 152 189 162
3 192 254 197
4 232 318 230
5 272 382 262

(Note that the associated rejection rules are not indicated for
simplicity.)
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As one can see from comparing cases 1 and 2, a tradeoff exists between the
initial sample size and the size of the additional samples needed to
accept the population when deficiencies are encountered. Cases 1 and 2
are based upon SPRTs with Po = 0.01 and 0.00222, respectively. Case 3 is
based upon the SMPRT.-

Cases When Deficiencies are Investigated and Corrected

The methodology must be modified when the sampling strategy includes
RC/EOC investigation and corrective action for found deficiencies. The
same statistics, Li and-Lmaxi, and the same acceptance/rejection
levels A andB will be used after replacing Li(P) in the previous
expressions with likelihoods appropriate to the sampling and
population-splitting process.

The analysis depends on whether or not at the time of analysis (typically
at the end of a stage of sampling):

a. The size and -nuimber of deficiencies included in the subpopulations are
known (case X), and

b. If the size and number of deficiencies are unknown, whether the
removal of subpopulations decreases the deficiency fraction of the
remaining population (Case Y) or may actually increase such fraction
(Case Z).

What differs in each case is the way in which the likelihood Li(P) is
calculated. After this value has been obtained, the analysis procedure is
the same as described above for the cases when the deficiencies are not
investigated-.

For example, assume an initial sample of 72 where the first 71 records are
found acceptable and the last record is deficient. The deficient record
is investigated and the root cause and extent of condition determined so
that the size of the subpopulation and number of deficiencies is known
(case X). Upon analysis it is determined that the population cannot be
accepted and that an additional sample of 27 items without deficiencies is
required before the population can be accepted. This compares to an
additional sample size of 40 if the deficiency is not investigated and
corrected. This reduction in additional sample size depends on the
pattern of random (unexplained) and explained deficiencies and on which of
the three cases X, Y, and Z applies. It is important to note that the
process of investigation and corrective action reduces the additional
sampling required when compared to situations where deficiencies are not
investigated and corrected and left unexplained in the population.

Random and Stratified Random Sampling

The above procedures apply to random sampling and can be applied with good
approximation to proportional stratified sampling. In an effort to
promote the distribution of record samples across WBN hardware elements,
some samples have been stratified such that the allocations are not
proportional to the strata sizes. If the deficiency fractions are the
same in each stratum, then ,the sampling procedure can be analyzed to be
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random for the purpose of estimating the deficiency fraction of the full
population. Additionally, the analysis for random samples can be used
when the strata samples mi can be regarded as a random realization from
the multinomial distribution with probability parameters NiI2 Nj and
total sample size m = :i This may be determined by testing using
the well known Chi--square test at a significance level of 5 percent. If
the hypothesis is rejected, then the sample size is augmented and/or
depleted until it becomes proportional or can be regarded as random.

Special Cases

The above cases cover a broad set of situations. If cases are identified
that do not fit into these particular categories, then procedures will be
incorporated that follow the above stated general principles.

In general, TVA will utilize initial sample sizes of at least 60 to review
or inspect ANSI record types and WBN hardware elements. This sample will
be augmented as required to adhere to the principles described above.

6. DISPOSITION OF RECORD DEFICIENCIES

Individual primary record and hardware deficiencies are identified and
corrected, including EOC reviews. EOC reviews will also be implemented
for secondary deficiencies where acceptance criteria are exceeded. These
deficiencies are recorded in accordance with the WBN corrective action
process and will be dispositioned in accordance with the NRC Region II
letter on QA records dated October 30, 1990 (reference QA Records CAP,
Section 4.3.2). Associated hardware deficiencies, if any, will be
corrected including generic corrections for design significant
deficiencies.

Dispositioning of record deficiencies will be based upon reestablishing
confidence in the quality of the work. The approaches include
reconstituting the record or justifying that the record deficiency can be
"use-as-is."1 Alternatively, a direct reexamination of the hardware may be
performed. Should the quality of the work be indeterminate or
unacceptable, it will be corrected including the generation of appropriate
records. Should there be a design significant deficiency with the
associated hardware, an EOC review and appropriate corrective action will
be performed.

6.a Product Records

To ensure consistent disposition results, logic diagrams have been
developed to guide the evaluator to disposition two broad record
categories, "product records," and "closely associated records."
Product records directly relate to the quality of the hardware. The
disposition rules for product records and examples of these
dispositions are shown in Figure 3.

6.b Closely Associated Records

Closely associated records support the product records. They include
records such as training, certification, qualification, and
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calibration records. Because a support type activity may apply to
several hardware elements, problems with these kinds of records may
also require a hardware EOC evaluation. Deficiencies with closely
associated records which relate to design significant hardware
deficiencies require evaluation of EOC in the records as well as in
the hardware affected. The disposition rules for closely associated
records and examples of these dispositions are shown in Figure 4.

6.c Use of NCIG-08

To address a previous NRC concern, TVA has reviewed the use of
EPRI/Nuclear Construction Issues Group document, "Guidelines for the
Content of-Records to Support Nuclear Power Plant Operations,
Maintenance, and Modifications" (NCIG-08). This document was one of
the inputs used as a guide by TVA's contractor, Sargent & Lundy, for
determining recommendations for TVA's disposition in 1988. Its use
was limited to the proposed disposition of nonessential data which
included 57 problem units. In June 1990, TVA redispositioned all 57
category problem units so that there were no items dispositioned as
nonessential records or data. Therefore, there is no longer any
reliance on NCIG-08 in performing the ASRR scope of the CAP.

6.d Reinspection Criteria

In April 1990, during the NRC audit, TVA comnitted to provide a
comparison of current inspection criteria to original criteria in
those areas where reinspection is being performed to resolve
deficiencies revealed by previous reviews. Differences in inspection
criteria will be evaluated and justified or the reinspection will be
reperformed.

7. RECORDING RESOLUTION OF RECORD DEFICIENCIES

7.a General

As a result of either the ASRR for the QA Records CAP or other
CAPs/SPs, record deficiencies will be resolved by correcting or
supplementing the original record. For supplemented records, the
records indexing system will identify records used to disposition the
record deficiencies to ensure that all qualifying records would be
available to a user or inspector of plant records.
The disposition of record deficiencies will be recorded so that the

basis is clear and readily retrievable. To accomplish this objective:

O The corrective action document will specify the disposition,

o A supplemental or replacement record will be filed which either

provides or references the basis for resolving the deficiency,

O The record retrieval process will identify both the deficient

record and the supplemental or replacement record.

-14-



Figure 5 illustrates how records will be corrected or supplemented
for different types of dispositions. It also shows the requirements
for the record's index and the information required to be included in
the condition adverse to quality report which record the defects and
their disposition.

7.b Corrective Action Program (CAP)/Special Program (SP) Records

The CAPs/SPs will provide a comprehensive evaluation and corrective
action and recording of a new basis for acceptance of large work
populations. Special consideration is required for records produced
by some CAPs/SPs. If the CAP/SP employs an evaluation method which
qualifies items generically, the CAP/SP records need to be structured
to ensure qualification for licensing is complete and retrievable in
a user friendly manner. To accomplish this objective, a record plan
is developed for each in-process CAP/SP which meets the following
criteria:

0 record retrievability, starting with design or installation data,

O records demonstrate qualification of the hardware,

" if installations do not conform to design drawings, the deviation
must be referenced directly to the evaluation which justifies its
acceptability,

" evaluations must identify acceptance criteria, their basis and
assumptions.

8. INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT

The ASRR results and associated corrective actions will be assessed on a
collective basis with previous QA records reviews to demonstrate with
reasonable assurance that critical records (i.e., records generated by
both the CAPs/SPs and the prior/original processes) exist, quality and
technical content has been verified, and the physical configurations and
records are consistent. The bases for these conclusions will be
documented as discussed in Section 7.0 of the QA Records CAP.

-15-



Structure of .-ord Space

Notes:

1. Shaded records boxes
for each element

required

2. These records are not generally
related to specific plant
hardware elements and/or are
represented by small populations
best reviewed through direct
sampling of ANSI record types

3. Either not applicable to WBN
plant type/con figu ration or not
as yet generated (example:
Startup Logs)

Note I



Figure 2

Sequential Sampling
and

Testing Strategy

Sample modified
to analyze as

random
Accept

Review/Inspection Deficiencies
and identification

of deficiencies

Deficiencies
found

Continue
Sampling

1 or more removable
(explained) + 0 to

a few random
deficiencies

Sample additional
"Y" records per

deficiency

IW'tional sampling plan is dependent upon the size of the
subpopulation(s) and the number and pattern of random
(unexplained) and explained deficiencies.
**Prior to acceptance, any deficiencies encountered will be

corrected.
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Figure 3

Disposition Rules, Product Records

SECONDARY PRIMARY
DEFICIENCY DEFICIENCY

SAME AS PRIMARY EXCEPT:

SPECIAL NRC NOTIFICATION NOTSUEEDN
REQUIRED RCR

IF DEFICIENCY REPRESENTS CHANGED RESULTS
(E.G., WHITE-OUT, UNSIGNED CROSS-OUT OR
UNSIGNED NA) AND THERE IS ASSOCIATED N
HARDWARE QUALITY PROBLEM, THEN MUST ALSO
EXAMINE POTENTIAL THAT INFORMATION WAS
CONCEALED OR OTHERWISE FALSIFIED+

Page 1 of 2
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Example ES
for

ositions

Product Record Deficiencies

Deficiency Category General Disposition General Examples

Existence Reinspect/Retest Reinspect to current QC acceptance criteria which are
demonstrated to be equivalent or better than original

inspection requirements.

Incomplete Locate information and add Locate inspector and inspection logs
References/
Authorization

Missing Record Superceding record exists Test 57B is missing but a subsequent reperformance

Test 57C is on file

Missing Record New alternate record Evaluation of conduit support critical case attributes

to provide confidence in a larger portion

Missing Record Old alternate record Concrete strength record provides confidence in lieu

of missing concrete aggreate record

Referencing Lesser safety significance The procedure revision level in effect was not

significantly different from the referenced incorrect
revision

Incorrect Changes Lesser safety significance Data other than results or authentication revised by

white-out, then write over.



Figure 4

Disposition Rules,
Closely Associated Records

Page 1 of 2

IF DEFICIENCY REPRESENTS CHANGED RESULTS (E.G., WHITE-OUT, UNSIGNED,
CROSS-OUT OR UNSIGNED N/A) AND THERE IS ASSOCIATED HARDWARE QUALITY
PROBLEMS, THEN MUST ALSO EXAMINE POTENTIAL THAT INFORMATION WAS
CONCEALED OR OTHERWISE FALSIFIED
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Example )ositiofls
for

Record Quality Deficiencies

Deficiency Category General Disposition General Examples

Existance New alternate record Statements of those conducting and participating in
retraining provide confidence retraining was performed.

Old alternate record Class training logs.

Reinspect/test sample of Reinspect cable terminations to current criteria better
affected product than or equal to original criteria. Disposition

quality problems.

Incomplete Correct or supplement Inspector retraining record not signed. H oweve r,
References/ re c ord, trainer reviews class training logs and then corrects
Authorization retraining record by signing and dating.

Incomplete Results Lesser safety significance Inspector retraining record incomplete. However, the
Data procedure revision level in effect was not significantly

different from the retraining level documented.

Incorrect Changes Lesser safety significance Data other than results or authentication revised by
white-out, then write over.

Existance Regenerate Record Tube bender qualification record missing. However, a

qualification test was run on tube bender.



Recording Resoluti( f Record Defects

Deficient
Record

Supplemental/
Replacement

Records
Record
Index

Condition
Adverse

to Quality

Regenerate Record

Correcting Records

Supplementing Records

Engineering Evaluation

No change

Correct

original

record

No change

Replacement

record provides

new baseline

in formation

Supplement
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for correction

Supplement
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additional info

and relates to
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deficient and
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record
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APPENDIX A

RECORD DE3FICIENCIES FROM PREVIOUS REVIEWS

Of the three major previews, the ones most likely to be successfully validated
for trend application are the Vertical Slice Review and a portion of the
Operations and Maintenance Review. These include the review of 5,913.records
for which 712 deficiencies 'were identified.

The deficiency fractions found in these reviews are as follows:

*7.1 Percent Primary

2.5 Percent Existence

4.6 Percent Incomplete Results Data

5.0 Percent Secondary

2.1 Percent Incomplete References/Authorization

0.1 Percent Legibility

2.1 Percent Referencing

0.8 Percent Incorrect Changes

LIMITATIONS: 0 The deficiency rate will vary from record type to record type.

oThere is little or no previous sample from 156
types.

ANSI record

o For ANSI record types spanning many plant elements, the
previous sample was not distributed across plant elements.

*Missing or incomplete design calculations and system descriptions constitute
85 percent of this error rate. Other records reviewed had a 1 percent
primary deficiency rate.
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APPENDIX B

PLANT ELEMENTS

A. The following plant elements are used for the ASRR:

(1) Cable
(2) Cable Raceway
(3) Cable Raceway Supports
(4) Electrical Equipment
(5) HVAC Duct and Equipment
(6) HVAC Supports
(7) Instruments
(8) Instrument Lines
(9) Instrument Line Supports

(10) Large Bore Piping
(11) Large Bore Piping Supports
(12) Small Bore Piping
(13) Small Bore Piping Supports
(14) Valves
(15) Mechanical Equipment
(16) Concrete Structures
(17) Foundations
(18) Structural Steel/Miscellaneous Steel
(19) Masonry Walls
(20) Coatings

RECORDS NOT APPLICABLE OR YET UTILIZED AT WBN

B. The following 12 record types are either not applicable to the WBN plant
type/configuration or have not yet been utilized at WBN, and therefore,
are excluded from the records review:

(1) Material Property Reports on Containment Liner and Accessories
(2) Safety Valve Response Test Reports
(3) Normal Nuclear Unit Operation, Including Power Levels and Periods of

Operation at each Power Level
(4) Radioactivity Levels of Liquid and Gaseous Waste Released to

Environment
(5) Reactor Coolant System In-Service Inspection Records (Operations

records only)
(6) Flushing Procedures and Results (Operations records only)
(7) Hydrostatic Pressure Test Procedures and Results (Operations records

only)
(8) Initial Plant Loading Data
(9) Plant Load Ramp Change Data
(10) Plant Load Step Change Data
(11) Startup Logs
(12) Startup Problems and Resolutions
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SEQUENTIAL TESTS FOR THE HYPOTHESIS THAT THE FRACTION DEFECTIVE
OF A POPULATION IS LESS THAN 0.05

1. OBJECTIVE

A large population is sampled and possibly corrected for observed defectives until it can
be shown with 0.95% confidence that the fraction defective P is less than 0.05 or the
population is rejected as excessively defective. Procedures to perform such "95/5" test
are proposed under a variety of sampling strategies, including cases when the quality of
the population can or cannot be improved by the removal of subpopulations thought to be
more defective. These tests are proposed as the basis for statistical quality verification
of the Watts Bar Nuclear power plant.

2. SAMPLING AND POPULATION CORRECTION PROCEDURE

The most general sampling procedure considered here is as follows. Sampling is
sequential (multi-stage). In the ith stage, a sample of size mi 2t 1 is drawn at random
from the population. If defective items are found, a root-cause (RC) analysis is made for
each defective item. In the case of successful cause determination, an extent-of-condition
(EOC) analysis follows to identify the subpopulation that shares certain causal
characteristics with the defective item under investigation. If either the RC or the EOC
analysis fails, the defective item is considered to be a "random defective" within the
population and is left unexplained. If both analyses are successful, then the
subpopulation of items "at risk" is separated out from the initial population. This
process is repeated for each of the identified subpopulations and for the remainder of the
initial population, until each such (sub)population passes a "95/5" test or is considered
defective. Populations classified as defective are subjected to 100% inspection and are
corrected in ways that depend on the nature of the defects they contain. This inspection
and RC/EOC analysis process is illustrated in Figure 1.

At the end of the ith stage of sampling of a population (or subpopulation), a decision is
made with three possible outcomes:

* terminate sampling and accept the population,
• terminate sampling and reject the population, or
- continue with another stage of sampling



It may happen that, as a result of repeated sampling and RC/EOC analysis, a first-
generation subpopulation is further subdivided into smaller second- or higher-
generation subpopulations, eventually leading to a classification tree as illustrated in
Figure 2.

An important feature of the problem, which is not typically considered in the literature
on sequential sampling and classification (e.g. Breiman et al., 1984; Gupta and
Panchapakesan, 1979), is that the subpopulations are not identified a priori. Some work
has been done recently on the problem of optimal classification when the subpopulations
are not initially known (Breman et al., 1984), but apparently little is available
specifically on Bernoulli populations.

Another distinguishing feature of the present problem is that subpopulations are not
identified based on statistical criteria. Rather, they are discovered through diagnostic
analysis whenever defective items are encountered. These features require distinct
statistical testing procedures, which can however be developed as generalizations of
well-known tests for homogeneous and time-invariant populations.

The sampling/decision procedure described above is not quite as general as needed to
cover all cases encountered at the Watts Bar plant. Specifically, one needs also to analyze
stratified random samples with nonproportional allocations. A simple way in which such
cases can be handled using tests for random samples is proposed in Section 3. This makes
the material that follows relevant to a wider range of practical situations. Quite general
sequential tests for the case when defective items are not investigated and sampling is
random are given and illustrated in Section 4. Such generality and simplicity cannot be
retained when the encountered defectives are investigated and subpopulations are
removed. For this case, a variety of situations are distinguished and appropriate testing
procedures are proposed in Section 5. Additional issues such as test truncation, group
sampling and the acceptance/rejection of subpopulations are addressed in Section 6 and a
brief review of the proposed sampling/testing procedure is given in Section 7.

3. RANDOM AND STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING

Before developing testing procedures under the assumption of random sampling, one
should pay attention to the fact that many of the Watts Bar samples taken in the past
were obtained using stratification of the population and equal sampling from each
stratum, irrespective of the relative size of the strata.



For the ith stratum, let Pi be the fraction defective, Ni the number of items in the
stratum, W i = Ni/SjN j the fraction of population in the stratum, and ni the sample size.
The fraction defective for the entire population is P = i PiWi.

If the fractions defective Pi are all the same, then for the purpose of testing P < 0.05 the
data can be treated as if it were a random sample. Otherwise, one may still use tests
appropriate for random sampling if the sample sizes {ni} may be regarded as a
realization from the multinomial distribution MS({Wi},n), where S is the number of
strata and n = Zini is the total sample size.

Standard tests of [Ho : {ni} = random sample from Ms({Wi},n)] are based on the
likelihood ratio G2 , on Pearson's X2 , or on Wald's W (see for example Santner and
Duffy, 1989). These statistics are defined as

G 2 = 21i ni In(ni/nW i)

X2- =i (ni - nWi) 2 /nWi (1)

W = 1i (ni - nWi)2/ni

In all three cases, Ho is accepted at significance level a if the statistic (G2 or X2 or W)
does not exceed the (1 - a)-fractile of the chi-square distribution with S-1 degrees of
freedom, X2a,S.1.

These and other tests have been extensively compared using simulation and theoretical
analysis. The main conclusion is that, as n increases, X2 approaches X S2 1 faster than

G2 and W do. Accuracy of the X2 test is further known to be very good if nW i > 5 for
about 80% of the strata and nW i > 1 for the other strata.

It is proposed here to use the X2 test with a = 0.05 to determine whether a given sample
can be analyzed under the assumption of random sampling. Accordingly, Ho is accepted if
X2 in Eq. 1 does not exceed the values tabulated below under X2 0 (the values of S

in the table cover the range of interest for the Watts Bar samples):



0.05'S-1 X0.10'S-1

3.84
5.99
7.82
9.49
11 .07
12.59
14.07
15.51
16.92
1 8.31

0 .05'S-1 X0.10'S-1

2.71
4.61
6.25
7.78
9.24
10.65
12.02
13.36
14.68
15.99

19.68
21 .03
22.36
23.69
25.00
26.30
27.59
28.87
30.14

1 7.28
1 8.55
19.81
21 .06
22.31
23.54
24.78
25.99
27.20

The case when the X2 test rejects H0 and the sample cannot be considered random is not
treated in detail in this report. It is however noticed that a simple operation that enables
one to still use tests for random samples is to modify the sample through the
addition/deletion of items In some of the strata, until the X2 test accepts H0 . In this case
one might require that the test passes at a higher significance level, for example 0.10.
Critical values of X2 for ax = 0. 10 are also listed in the previous table.

For example, suppose that S = 6, n, = n2 =..=n 6 = 10, and Wi = 0.10, 0.10, 0.10,
0.20, 0.20, 0.30. Then

X2 3(10-6)2/6 + 2(10-12)2/12 + (10-18)2/1 8
=12.22

Because 12.22 > 11 .07, the hypothesis of random sample is rejected. Suppose that the
sample is modified by adding 2 items to the last stratum and by removing one item from
each of the first two strata. This produces the sample distribution 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 12,
with X2 statistic:

X2 2(9-6)2/6 + (10-6)2/6 + 2(10-12)2/12 + (12-18)2/1 8
-8.33

Since 8.33 < 9.24 (for a test at significance ax = 0.10), this sample is accepted for
analysis under the assumption of random sampling. The items to be deleted are selected at
random from the samples of the appropriate strata.

---------------------------------------------- --



The above procedure for dealing with stratified samples has the advantage of being
simple, although in some cases it may lead to the removal of many items. One might
object to such practice, since it leads to discarting existing information and could
possibly lead to decisions about the value of P that are not supported by the totality of the
data.

Alternatives to the approach just mentioned should make use of the entire sample. These
include:

1. a "calibrated Bayesian" approach, by which one finds the posterior distribution of the
strata probabilities Pi and then one calculates the associated posterior distribution of
P = FiWiPi. Calibration refers here to the fact that the prior is selected so that
decisions produced by the Bayesian approach are in good agreement with decisions
produced by classical-statistics tests in cases when the latter apply. More will be said
about Bayesian testing in Section 4.3.

2. sampling-resampling testing methods that make use of all the available data. In this
case one would test for P < 0.05 using not just one but many randomly selected
subsamples (or possibly all possible subsamples) of the original data set and for
example accept P < 0.05 if such hypothesis is accepted in more than a certain fraction
of cases.

Developments along these lines should be considered to address highly imbalanced
stratified samples, if other alternatives (for example the separate testing of Pi < 0.05
for each stratum i or for each subset of strata that passes the X2 test) are impractical or
require excessive additional sampling. Except where explicitely noted, the remainder of
this report assumes that samples are taken at random.

4. TESTS FOR HOMOGENEOUS POPULATIONS (NO RC/EOC ANALYSIS)

We consider first the special case when the population surveyed is homogeneous and
hence cannot be improved by separating out subpopulations associated with observed
defectives. This means that no RC/EOC analysis is made and any encountered defect
remains in the population as a random defective. An illustration is shown in Figure 3,
where solid dots denote defective items and vertical bars separate different stages of
sampling. The objective is to test Ho: P < 0.05 against H1 : P > 0.05 with a Type II error
probability J0 that satisfies



P[accept HoIP=0.05] = < 0_ 0.05

This is a classical problem of sequential statistics and is for example discussed by Wald
(1947), Ghosh (1970), Govindarajulu (1975) and Lindley (1972). Several
approaches have been suggested within both classical and Bayesian statistics, all of
which may be regarded as variants of the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) first
proposed by Wald, as reviewed next.

4.1 The Sequential Probability Ratio Test

Wald (1947) replaces the composite hypotheses Ho and H1 with simple hypotheses Ho '
and H1 ', of the type

Ho' : P = Po
H1': P =P 1  (3)

where in our case Po and P1 should satisfy Po < 0.05 _< P1 . Error probabilities are
prescribed as

P[accept Ho'IP=P 1 ] _< 0
P[reject Ho'IP=Po] _< a (4)

where a and 0 are given and are such that a+3 << 1. With (Po, P1 , a, 5) fixed, Wald's
SPRT uses as diagnostic statistic the probability (or likelihood) ratio Ln, which for our
problem is given by

Ln = [P1 d(1 - p1 )n-d]/[pod(l - Po)n-d] (5)

where n is the current sample size and d is the number of defective items in that sample.
After sampling each new item, this statistic is re-calculated and the following decision
rule is applied:

" accept H1 (reject the population) if Ln > A = (1 - 03)/ a
" accept Ho (accept the population) if Ln _< B = 03/(1 - a) (6)
" continue by sampling one additional item if B < Ln < A

(2)



The Ln statistic has the appeal of intuitively measuring the weight of evidence in favor of
H1 ' relative to Ho ' and Eq. 6 states that a decision to accept or reject the population is
made once this evidence has reached certain thresholds, which do not depend on the
sample size n. After some algebra, the above sequential decision rule can be more
conveniently stated in terms of the number of defectives d. Then one would

• reject the population if d 2t h1 + sn
" accept the population if d < -ho + sn (7)
• otherwise continue by sampling one additional item

where

h o = b/(v1 + v2 )

hl = a/(v1 + v2 )

s - v2 /(v 1 + v2 )

a = ln[(1 - 03)/oa]

b = ln[(1 - a)/O3j

v= In(P 1 /Po)

v 2  In[(1 -P )/(1 - Pi)]

Therefore, the acceptance and rejection regions in the (d,n) plane are bounded by
parallel straight lines, with common slope s. Their intercepts are -ho and h1 ,
respectively for acceptance and rejection.

To exemplify, we set P1 = 0.05, oa - - 0.05 and consider alternative choices for Po in
the range 0.001-0.03. Parameters of the resulting decision rules and the associated
acceptance-rejection lines are shown in Figure 4. Notice that small values of Po lead to
earlier acceptance of the population in the case of no defectives, but require larger
samples and in fact may lead to rejection of the population if a few defectives are found.
For example, if Po = 0.001, one would reject the population if one defective is found
within the first 20 sampled items. The value Po = 0.00222 has been included because it
leads to acceptance of the population if the first 60 items are nondefective. This case is of
special interest, since for many types of records, samples of size 60 have already been
taken at the Watts Bar plant.

Notice that in all cases shown in Figure 4 as well as for any test resulting from Eqs. 5-7
with 0 = 0.05 and P1 = 0.05, the test has the desired 95/5 property. In particular, the
choice of Po < 0.05 is arbitrary, provided that this parameter is specified in advance and
not changed during or after sampiing.



4.2 A Sequential Test with Curved Acceptance and Rejection Lines

A problem with replacing the original composite hypotheses Ho and H1 with the simple
hypotheses Ho ' and H1 ' as done in Wald's SPRT is that, for Po < P < P1 , the efficiency of
the sequential sampling scheme may be very low (Govindarajulu, 1975, p. 218). Also,
for s < P < 0.05 (s is the slope parameter in Eq. 7; for example s = 0.025 for Po =

0.01), the test favors rejection of the population although Ho is actually true.

One way to address these concerns is to modify the probability ratio statistic Ln and use a
rule of the type

• accept the population if Lon/LI n CO

* reject the population if L 1 n/Lon Ž c1  (8)

* otherwise continue sampling

where

Lin = maxPiH.[pd(1.p)n-d] (9)

is the maximum value of the likelihood over the probabilities P under hypothesis Hi and
co and c1 are constants. Eq. 8 means that sampling is terminated and one of the
hypotheses is accepted as soon as the likelihood ratio for the most likely parameter
values under the two hypotheses exceeds a certain value. A rule of this type, with co

approximately equal to 1/0 and c1 approximately equal to 1/a, has been proposed by
Chernoff (1972). The rule suggested by Chernoff for setting co and c1 is however not
very accurate. Consider for example the case when a = 3 = 0.05. The acceptance region
in (d,n) space corresponding to Lon/Ll n > 1/P = 20 is shown in Figure 5 ("Chernoff

unmodified"). In this case, the probability of accepting a population with 5% defectives
before reaching a sample size of 200 is about 0.08, which is considerably higher than
the target maximum of 0.05.

One may retain the format of Eq. 8 but modify the value of co so that 0 is close to 0.05.
By trial and error it has been found that setting co = 30 produces such a test. The
associated acceptance region is shown in Figure 5 as "ChernofflO.05". For comparison,
the same figure shows the acceptance region of the SPR test for Po = 0.01 and the
acceptance region of a 3-stage sequential test proposed by Brown (1987) for the quality
inspection of welds. A numerical comparison of the four acceptance criteria is shown in



the following table.

sample size for acceptance of the population
No. defective SPRTIPo0 .. i. Chernoff unmodified* ChernofflB=0.05 weld defects

0 72 58 67 64
1 112 112 122 114
2 152 150 162 164
3 192 184 197 reject
4 232 217 230 reject
5 272 249 262 reject

------------------------------------------ 
--

* for this test, A > 0.05. For the other tests, 03 is close to 0.05.

4.3 Bayesian Methods

The problem of sequentially sampling a Bernoulli population to chose between Ho: P < Po
and H1 : P > Po has been studied extensively using Bayesian statistics. The simplest
formulation assumes a prior for P concentrated at two probabilities P1 and P2 such that
P1 < Po < P2 and hence essentially tests P = P1 against P = P2 . Optimal sequential rules
depend in this case on the cost of sampling, the prior probability that P = P1 and the
penalties for erroneous decisions; see Vagholkar and Wetherill (1960). For certain
selections of P1 and P2 and of the Bayesian parameters, the acceptance/rejection rule is
not much different from that of Wald's SPRT.

A more satisfactory Bayesian approach has been pursued by Lindley and Barnett
(1965), who have considered a conjugate (Beta) prior for P. The optimal decision rule
in this case can be obtained as the solution of a dynamic programming problem. A review
of Bayesian theory as it applies to this problem is given in Govindarajulu (1975); see
also Chernoff (1972) and Lindley (1972).

An advantage of Bayesian analysis over classical statistics is that it conceptually applies
to complex data structures, not just random sampling. Hence Bayesian analysis would be
most useful to make decisions based on samples that depart significantly from
proportional stratified sampling or from what one would expect from random sampling;
see Section 3.

The drawbacks are: 1. although conceptually simple, a Bayesian analysis of stratified
data may be computationally very demanding and 2. the results may be sensitive to the



prior, even within alternatives that are commonly regarded as "noninformative". As an
example, for the case of sampling from a large number S of strata, the use of iid
noninformative priors on the fractions defective Pi of the strata leads to very narrow
and therefore very informative priors for P = SiPiWi .

More appropriate formulations with noninformative priors on both the Pi and P can be
developed: these are called "random-effect prior models" by Box and Tiao (1973) and
models with hyperparameters by Lindley and Smith (1972). In both cases the idea is to
regard P1 , ..., PS as random samples from a prior distribution the parameters of which
(hyperparameters) are themselves uncertain. It is then clear that, if the mean of the
prior distribution of the Pi is among the hyperparameters and has itself a broad prior
distribution, one can express a prior state of ignorance on bolth the Pi and P. This
approach is also close to so-called Empirical Bayes methods of classical statistics
(Maritz and Lwin, 1989).

The amount of numerical work needed to implement such a Bayesian analysis increases
rapidly with the number of hyperparameters. Because the main viewpoint pursued here
is that of classical statistics, Bayesian methods are not considered any further in this
report.

5. TESTS FOR THE CASE WITH RC/EOC ANALYSIS

Consider now the case when defective items encountered during sampling are investigated
for root cause and an extent-of-condition analysis is performed to isolate subpopulations
suspected to be at higher risk. The main distinguishing feature of this case is that the
population and the fraction defective P are no longer constant during the sequential test.
We propose to deal with this more complicated case through tests of the same type as for
fixed populations (the SPRT based on the statistics Ln and Chernoff's test based on the
ratio Lon/L l n ), but with L that denotes a likelihood that accounts for defect investigation

and population splitting.

Two cases are distinguished:

1. At the time of testing, the subpopulations identified through EOC analysis have
known sizes nk and number defectives dk (e.g. because they have been 100%
inspected), and

2. At the time of testing, the subpopulations have unknown dk (it then does not matter



whether nk is known or not).

A further classification of different situations of the second type will be introduced later.

5.1 Subpopulations with Known Size nk and Number Defectives dk

We are interested in the fraction defective P for the "current reduced population", i.e.
for the original population with all identified subpopulations removed. The analysis is
simplified if one can assume that each subpopulation is removed immediately following
detection of the first defective that belongs to it. Unfortunately this is not the case if
group sampling is used, because root-cause and extent-of-condition analyses would
typically be conducted at the end of each sampling stage, not after each defective is found.

In order to make use of the above assumption, one can introduce a so-called "reduced
sampling sequence". This reduced sequence is obtained from the original sequence of
sampled items by removing all items of subpopulation k as soon as a defective item from
that subpopulation is detected. An illustration of this process is shown in Figure 6. The
analysis that follows refers to the reduced sequence.

At a given stage of sampling, when n items have been sampled in the reduced sequence, let

np= size of the current reduced population
Ps = probability of defective items in the current population that, if detected and

investigated, would be associated with a distinct subpopulation. Ps is not known.

Pr= probability of random defects in the current population. These are the defects
that, once investigated, cannot be associated with a specific subpopulation. Pr is
not known.

nk, dk = size and number defectives for subpopulation k = 1 ...... K
K = number of subpopulations identified
i = sequential index of sampled items. i ranges from 1 to the current sample size n
Xir = defect indicator variable. Xir = 1 if the ith sampled item is a random defective

and Xir = 0 otherwise.

Xis= defect indicator variable. Xis = 1 if the ith sampled item is a defective that

belongs to a subpopulation and Xis = 0 otherwise.

Given the outcome of the previous i-I samples in the reduced sampling sequence, the



probability Pir that the ith item is a random defective and the probability Pis that the
same item belongs to a new subpopulation are

Pi = npPr/(np + :knkli)

Pis = [np(P - Pr) + Ekdkii]/(np + Iknkli) (10)

where P = Pr + Ps is the fraction defective (irrespective of defect type) in the current
population and nkl i and dkli denote the number of items and defective items of
subpopulation k in the current population when the ith sample is drawn. Because
reference is to a population purged of all detected subpopulations, the counts (nkli, dkli)
are (nk, dk) if subpopulation k has not been detected yet when the ith sample is drawn
and are (0, 0) otherwise. [Setting (nkli, dkji) = (nk, dk) in the former case is an
approximation, which is appropriate under the current assumption that the size of the
population is large compared to the sample.]

With reference to the reduced sampling sequence, the likelihood of (PPr) is

L(P,Pr) = r1 i(1 - Pir - PiS) 1 XirXis (P.)Xir (Pis)Xis (11)

where i ranges from 1 to n. In order to apply the SPRT or Chernoff's test, one needs to
find the maximum value of L in Eq. 11 under the following constraints:

for the SPRT:

(a) Pr S P = 0.01 => maximum likelihood = La
(b) Pr 5 P = 0.05 => maximum likelihood = Lb (1 2)

and for Chernoff's test:
(c) Pr < P < 0.05 => maximum likelihood = Lc
(d) Pr < P > 0.05 => maximum likelihood = Ld  (1 3)

A convenient procedure for (c) and (d) is to find the maximum likelihood values of Pr
and P under the milder constraint Pr < P. Let PML be the associated ML estimate of P and
L* be the calculated likelihood. Then for PML < 0.05 one sets Lc = L* and Ld = Lb,
whereas for PML > 0.05 one sets Lc = Lb and Ld = L*.

The maximum of L is insensitive to the exact choice of Pr around its maximum-
likelihood value and that, for any given P, a simple approximation to the ML value of Pr

is



Pr = P dr/d

where dr and d are respectively the number of random and total defectives in the sample
and Pr = 0 if d = 0. In fact this is the exact ML estimate of Pr if np >> Zknkli and np(P

-Pr) >> 1kdkji • With this approximation, calculation of the likelihood for given P is

straightforward and its maximum with respect to P can be found easily by numerical
means. With the likelihoods in Eqs. 12 and 13 calculated, one can use the SPRT by
replacing Ln in Eq. 5 with Lb/La and Chernoff's test by replacing Lon/LI n with Lc/Ld.

Notice that here Pr has the role of a nuisance parameter, whose value for testing is set to
the maximum likelihood estimate under Ho or H1 . The treatment of nuisance parameters
in sequential tests is discussed in the literature. Several schemes, generally based on
setting the nuisance parameters to maximum likelihood values are reviewed in Chapter
3 of Siegmund (1985). Our procedure is quite similar to the treatment of nuisance
parameters in the likelihood ratio test; see Ghosh (1970), p. 63.

Examples

Example applications of the SPRT with Po = 0.01 are given next to illustrate the
difference with the case when all defectives are left in the original population. As a
general remark, it is noticed that the sample sizes required when defects are removed
never exceed the sample sizes needed when the same defectives are left in. The amount of
saving depends on the outcome of sampling.

Example 1: One defective found in a first batch of 72 and removed with the associated
s To be specific, suppose that the size of the subpopulation is n1 = 100 with
d 1 = 10 defectives and that the size of the remaining population is np = 1000. If the
defective item occurred at location i* of the reduced sampling sequence, then following
Eq. 14 Pr is set to 0 and the likelihood in Eq. 11 is

L(P) = [1-(1000P+10)/1100]i*-1 [1 - p]72-i* [(1 000P+10)/1 100] (15)

Since the results depend on i*, we consider the two extreme cases when i* = 1 and i* =
72:

(14)
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The following table gives L(P) for both values of i* as well as the value of L(P) if the
defective had been "random" (in this case i* does not matter). The last row of the table
gives the additional sample size for accepting the population, should no other defective be
encountered.

P UP)Lfr*72 LUP) for i*=1 L(P) for random defective
0 0.475 10-2 0.909 10-2 0
0.01 0.494 10-2 0.891 10- 2  0.490 10-2
0.05 0.102 10-2 0.143 10-2 0.131 10-2

------------------------------------------------
addit. sample 33 27 40

The additional sample is found as the smallest integer n for which

(0.99/0. 9 5 )n1(0.01)/1(0.05) _> 18.992 (16)

where 18.992 = (1 - P3)/ca = (1 - cx)/P3 for a = P = 0.05. Notice how the required
additional samples are below 40 and decrease as i* gets smaller. This is because the
samples following i*, which contain no defective, are taken from a Bernoulli process
with parameter P and give support to smaller values of P.

Example 2: One defective in the first batch of 72 and a second defective in a following
batch of 33. Both defectives are associated with subpoDulations and are removed This is a
continuation of the first example. Suppose that, after a first sample of 72 in which a
removable defect was found at location 72, a second sample of 33 is taken and in that
sample, a second removable defective is found at location 72 + i*. Each subpopulation
has size 100 with 10 defectives and the size of the remaining population is 900. In this
case the likelihood is



L(P) = [1 - (900P + 20)/1100]71 [1-(900P + 10)/1000]i* - 1

[1 - p]33-i* [(900P + 20)/1100] [(900P + 10)/1000]

Again we consider the extreme cases i* = 1
few results in analogy with Example 1.

and i* = 33 (see figure below)and tabulate a
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The results for "random defective" refer to the case when the first defective is
removable but the second is random. In this case the location of the random defect within
the second batch of 33 does not matter. The required minimum sample sizes are found
from Eq. 16.

0.36 10- 4

0.41 10- 4

0.70 10- 5

LUP) for i*=l

0.49 10-4

0.55 10- 4

0.83 10- 5

L(P) for random defective

0

0.13 10- 4

0.29 10- 5

addit. sample 29 26 34

Notice that the required additional sample sizes have decreased slightly with respect to
Example 1.

Example 3: Three removable defects in a first batch of 72 Three defectives associated
with three distinct subpopulations are detected in a (reduced) sample of 72. Each
subpopulation has size 100 and contains 10 defectives. The remainder of the population
has size 800. For the locations of the defects three cases are considered: (i1 * , i2* , i3*)
= (70,71,72), (1,36,72) and (1,2,3), as illustrated in the following figure.

(17)
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Results are displayed in the following table:

L(P) for (70.71.72)
0.9 10-6

0.17 10- 5

0.23 10- 5

L(P) for (1.36.72)

0.21 10- 5

0.36 10- 5

0.35 10- 5

addit. sample 79 7 1

L(P) for (1.2.3)

0.61 10 - 5

0.97 10 - 5

0.62 10- 5

61

In this case the required additional samples are much larger than for Examples 1 and 2,
due to the high rate of defectives encountered in the first batch. For (i1 . i2 . ,i 3 . ) =
(70,71,72), the additional sample has a size greater than that of the original sample of
72, because the outcome is more supportive of P = 0.05 than of P = 0.01; see tabulated
likelihoods. For (i1 *,i2 *,i 3 *) _ (1,36,72) the information in the first batch is
neutral and for (i1 *,i2 *,i3 . ) = (1,2,3) it is favorable to P = 0.01. The intuitive
reason is that in the latter cases the defectives are found earlier in the sample, giving
credence to the fact that their removal has purged the population of defectives.

5.2 Subpopulatlons with Unknown Number Defectives dk:
Beneficial Effect of Subpopulation Removal

We turn now to the case when the test is conducted without full knowledge of the number
of defectives in the detected subpopulations, e.g. because such subpopulations have not
yet been tested or because they have passed a 95/5 test and therefore are not required to
undergo 100% inspection.

The analysis we propose is again based on the calculation of likelihood ratios to be used in

E
0
0.01
0.05



the SPR and Chernoff's tests, but before we develop such likelihood ratios a further
distinction must be made, based on the independence or type of dependence among the
defect causes. This is because in the case of independent or positively dependent causes
one can prove that, when a subpopulation is removed, the fraction defective of the
remaining population does not increase. The same cannot be said when the causes of
defects are negatively dependent (this includes the limiting case of mutually exclusive
causes). The case of independent or positively dependent causes is considered here,
whereas that of negative dependence will be analyzed in Section 5.3.

Proof We start by proving that, in the case of independent defect causes, the removal of
subpopulations associated with such causes cannot increase the fraction defective of the
remaining population. Independent causes means that the presence of a cause does not
affect the probability that other causes (and of defects associated with such other causes)
are present. Also note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between defect causes
and subpopulations.

Let Ok be a cause indicator variable such that Ok = 1 if an item belongs to subpopulation
k and Ok =0 otherwise. Further denote by e the vector of all ek and by 0 -k the same
vector without Ok . If P8 is the fraction defective for items with characteristics 0, then
it is reasonable to assume that, if causes occur independently (if the Ok are mutually
independent variables),

Pe)-k,ek=l -> PO-k,Ok=O (18)

This is because items with cause/subpopulation pattern (O.kOk=l) have one more
specific cause of defects, which is absent in items with (O-k,ek=O).

Now let POk=1 and Pek=0 be the fractions defective, respectively for all items in

subpulation k and for all items not in that subpopulation. These fractions defective
satisfy

POk=1 = 7-.k Pe..k,ek=l P[e-kl0 k= 1 ]

Pek=0 =e.k P-k,Ok=O P[8 -k0k=0 ] (1 9)

From independence of the subpopulations, P[8.k 04k=l] = P[8.kI0k=01 = p[k].

Therefore, using Eq. 18,



(20)P0k=1 Ž!P~=

This concludes the demonstration for independent defect causes. The inequality of Eq. 20
holds also if the causes are positively dependent, in the sense that the presence of one
cause k increases the probability of all e.k with at least one nonzero component.

Analysis We now turn to ways of testing P < 0.05 against P > 0.05 under the condition
that P does not increase as subpopulations are removed. There is no need in this case to
work with the reduced sampling sequence. In fact, multiple defects from the same
subpopulation are informative on P and should be left in (in the case when dk is known,
these defects were part of the knowledge of the size and number of defectives of each
subpopulation).

For analysis, the total sample is divided into subsamples or batches, numbered
sequentially as 1,2,..., r, such that the population sampled in each batch is homogeneous.
Therefore, the removal of subpopulations marks the boundaries between batches. If no
new subpopulation is identified at the end of one stage of sampling, then the samples
under those phases are part of the same batch. Because the removal of subpopulations is
not detrimental to the quality of the remaining population, the fractions defective for the
batches satisfy

P1 -> P2 -> P3 2t .... >Pr :> P (21)

The last inequality in Eq. 21 becomes an equality in the case when no subpopulation is
identified after examination of the rth batch.

We first analyze the case when all encountered defectives are of the removable type and
then turn to the more general case when defectives are a mixture of removable and
random items.

(a) All Identified Defects Removed

Let the size of the ith batch be ni with di defectives. Then the ML estimate of Pi under no
restriction is mi = di/n i. If these quantities are themselves nonincreasing in i, then mi

is also the ML estimate of Pi under the restriction of Eq. 21. Otherwise the constrained
ML estimates will be different. Calculating the latter is a well-known problem of
isotonic (nonincreasing) regression and is extensively discussed in the literature, for
example in Barlow et al. (1972) and Robertson et al. (1988). The solution is known to
be the isotonic weighted least squares regression of the mi, with weights ni. The last two



references give a number of relatively simple algorithms to obtain such regression.

For application to our problem, one must be able to find the ML values of the parameters
in Eq. 21 under the further constraint that P is given, e.g. equal to 0.05 or P0 to
implement the SPRT, or is bounded, e.g. as .2 0.05 or !5 0.05 to use Chernoff's test. The
case with P given is easy to treat, since the solution is obtained by adding a fictitious last
batch with sufficient statistics m = P and n = co. The case when P is constrained from
above, say as P 5 Po, is treated by first finding the solution for unconstrained P. If the
estimate of Pr is above Po, then P can have any value 5 P0. Otherwise any value !5 Pr is a
ML estimate for P. The case when P is constrained from below, as P Ž! P0, is more
interesting: If the ML estimate of Pr when this condition is ignored is above Po, then any
P between P0 and Pr is MVL. Otherwise the ML value of P is P0 and one must calculate the
Pi under the equality constraint P = P0.

As one would expect considering the nature of the constraints in Eq. 21 and the fact that
all defectives found within a batch are treated in the same way (i.e. without distinction
between removable and random defectives), the information on Pi from samples
collected in batches jri is nil if the empirical rate of defectives decreases as sampling
and elimination of suspicious subpopulations progresses. However, in our case the
constraints in Eq. 21 may become active due to conditions imposed on P. This is because
isotonicity of the mi may be violated not by the samples, but by the fictitious batch used
to constraint P.

As an example, consider using the SPRT with P0 = 0.01 for the case of three batches
with the following statistics

-----------------------
1 72 1 1/72
2 40 2 1/20
3 30 0 0
------------------------ --

The mi are not isotonic. The isotonic ML estimates of the batch probabilities Pi and the
same estimates under the further constraints P = 0.05 and P = 0.01 are shown below,
together with the associated values of the likelihood function (up to a multiplicative
constant). These values are calculated as



L({Pi}) = P1 (1 - P1) 7 1 P2
2 (1 - P2 )3 8 (1 - P3 )3 0

PiJo.05 Pil0.01

1 1/72 3/112 0.05 3/11-2

2 1/20 3/112 0.05 3/112

3 0 0 0.05 0.01
------------------------------------ -------

PML -- 0 0.05 0.01

L((Pi}) 0.18 10- 5  0.10 10- 5  0.10 10-6 0.74 10-6

------------------------------------------ --

The likelihood ratio in favor of P = 0.01 is therefore 7.4. From Eq. 16 where
L(0.01)/L(O.05) is set to 7.4, acceptance of P < 0.05 would require a minimum of 23
additional samples without defects. The gain relative to considering all defects as random
is in this case of 27 samples: had the defectives not been investigated and therefore left
in the population, one would have needed a total of 72 + 3(40) = 192 samples, i.e. 50
nondefective samples in addition to those already taken.

More dramatic gains are realized in the case when the initial samples are highly
defective. For example, consider using the same test in the following case:

Pilo.05 Pilo.01

1 72 10 5/36 9/56 9/56 9/56
2 40 8 1/5 9/56 9/56 9/56
3 30 1 1/30 1/30 0.05 1/30

------------------------------------------- ---------
PML __ 0.05 0.01
I({Pi}) 0.64 10-23 0.45 10-23 0.41 10-23 0.45 10-23

-----------------------------------------------------

Now the likelihood ratio for P = 0.01 and P = 0.05 is only 0.45/0.41 = 1.10, with a
required additional no-defective sample of 70. If the number of defectives in batch 3 had
been 2 or higher, the likelihood ratio would have been exactly 1.0, requiring 72

(22)



additional samples. This is a limiting case if all defects have been explained and
associated with subpopulations. Such worst case corresponds to the notion that, after all
the identified defects have been removed, no information is available to decide about the
fraction defective of the remaining population, which then has to be sampled anew.

(b) Identified Defects Partially Removed

For the general case when the defectives found during sampling are partly random and
partly removable, one can write for the ith batch Pi = Pr + APi, where Pr is the
fraction of random defectives and APi is the fraction contributed by removable defects.
Since the APi are nonincreasing,

AP1 2t AP2 > AP3 
> ....- ŽAPr 2tAP (23)

where APr = AP if no subpopulation was removed after the last batch. ML estimates of
these quantities can be found using the procedure described earlier, provided that only
the detected removable defectives are considered. The ML estimate of Pr is given by
nr/n, where n is the total sample size and nr is the number of random defectives in the
sample.

A special problem arises in the enforcement of equality or inequality constraints on the
total fraction defective of the current population, P = Pr + AP. Consider first the case of
equality constraints of the type Pr + AP = PO where Po is given. The ML solution can be
found by calculating the likelihood as a function of Pr in the interval (0, Po), using for
the APi the isotonic regression of the removable counts under the constraint AP = Po -

Pr. This likelihood can be maximized numerically with respect to Pr-

The case of inequalities of the type P = Pr + AP _ Po or !5 Po requires that one first find
the unconstrained ML solution (this is just the sum of the ML estimate of Pr and the ML
estimates of the APi under isotonicity conditions). If this solution violates the constraint
on P, then P is set equal to Po and the solution procedure described earlier for equality
constraints is used.

Examples

To illustrate, reconsider the last two examples. In the first exampjj assume that, in
addition to the 3 removed defectives, one random defective was found (the stage when
random defectives occur does not matter). For this simple case it is easy to show that the



isotonic ML estimates of AP1, AP2 , and AP3 depend on AP = P-Pr as follows:

0-3/112
3/112-0.05

3/112
AP

ML estimate of

3/112
Ap

Notice that AP3 = &P, because no new subpopulation was discovered in the last batch.
The likelihood to be maximized under the constraints P = 0.01 or P = 0.05 has the form

L(Pr) = Pr(1-Pr) 1 4 1 AP1 (1-AP 1 )7 1 AP 2
2 (1- AP2 )38 (1-P+Pr) 3 0

where AP1 and AP2 depend on AP = P'Pr as shown above. Maximization of L gives

for P = 0.01:

for P = 0.05:

Pr = 0.0088 and L(0.01) = 2.430 10- 9

Pr = 0.0125 and L(0.05) = 0.551 10- 9

Therefore, the likelihood ratio in favor of P < 0.01 is L(0.01)/L(0.05) = 4.41 and,
from Eq. 16, an additional sample of 36 nondefective items is sufficient to accept Ho: P <
0.05. This compares with only 23 additional samples if no random defective had been
found.

The second example is qualitatively different from the first one because a new
subpopulation was detected in the last stage of sampling and therefore AP3 could be
greater than AP. Suppose again that, in addition to the removable defects, one random
defective was observed. One can show that in this case the ML estimates of the APi are

for AP = EP'Pr in the range A_.__

0-1/30 9/56
1/30-0.05 9/56

ML estimate of

9/56

9/56

Because AP1 and AP2 do not depend on P or AP, the likelihood to be maximized is

L(Pr) = Pr(1.Pr) 1 4 1 AP 3 (1.AP 3 )2 9

AP
AP

1/30
AIP

- - -------------

for AP = P-Pr in the ranoe AaP1



where AP3 is given in the above table as a function of AP = PPr" Maximization of L

gives:

for P = 0.01: Pr = 1/142 and L(0.01) = 0.324 10-4

for P = 0.05: Pr = 0.0077 and L(0.05) = 0.313 10-4

hence a likelihood ratio L(0.01)/L(0.05) = 1.035. From Eq. 16, the additional
nondefective sample for acceptance of P < 0.05 has size n = 71. Because the sample
already taken is large (142 items) and such sample contains a large number of
removable defectives, the penalty for having in addition a random defective is small (71
versus 70 additional samples).

Consider now the same case, with 3 random defectives found in addition to the removable
defectives. The likelihood function becomes

L(Pr) = Pr3 (1.Pr)138 AP 3 (0.AP3 )2 9

where AP3 depends on AP = P-Pr as before. Maximization of L gives:

for P = 0.01: Pr = 0.01 and L(0.01) = 3.116 10-9

for P = 0.05: Pr = 3/142 and L(0.05) = 6.175 10-9

with L(0.01)/L(0.05) = 0.505. In this case the required additional sample size is 88.
It is interesting to compare the total sample size of 142+88 = 230 required to accept P
< 0.05 with the same sample size when the population contains only random defectives
and 3 such defectives are found in a first sample of 142. In the latter case the total
sample size for acceptance is 72+3(40) = 192. The difference is due to the high rate of
observed removable defects. It is also interesting to notice that, had the sample of 142
contained a number dr of random defectives greater than 5, the likelihood ratio would
have been

L(0.01)/L(O.05) = (0 .0 1 /0 .0 5 )dr (0.99/0.95)1 4 2 dr

which is also the likelihood ratio for no removable defectives. Therefore, the additional
minimum sample to accept the population in this case is 7 2 +dr(40)-142. The reason
why in this case the presence of removable defects is not influential on the likelihood
ratio is that for both P = 0.01 and P = 0.05 the maximum-likelihood value of Ps is 0.



5.3 Subpopulations with Unknown Number Defectives dk:
Unknown Effect of Subpopulation Removal

If the conditions that led to the inequalities of Eq. 21 are not satisfied, then one cannot
rely on the assumption that the population gets better as subpopulations are removed.
This may be counterintuitive, since the very reason why RC and EOC analyses are
performed is to isolate and correct suspicious groups of items. A simple example should
however suffice to convince of the fallacy of making that assumption in general:

Consider a population that is made up of two mutually exclusive subpopulations, one with
fraction defective P1 = 0.05 and size N1 , the other with P2 = 0.025 and N2 = 1ON 1 .
This means that it is 5 times more likely that the first encountered defective is from
subpopulation 2 than from subpopulation 1. In the more likely event that such defective
is from subpopulation 2, the fraction defective of the remaining population increases
from the original value of [0.05 + 10(0.025)1/11 = 0.0273 to 0.05. Of course, this
would not happen if one prevented large subpopulations to be removed, but the previous
example should nevertheless convince that one must be cautious not to make too sweeping
assumptions about the quality of the remaining population.

If one cannot assume that the population gets better as subpopulations are removed, then
the pattern of removable defectives observed in previous stages of sampling is hardly
informative on the fraction of such defectives remaining in the population. Therefore, it
is reasonable to use samples from past stages only for the information they provide on
the fraction Pr of random defectives. This means that the information relevant to P =

Pr+P s for the current stage of sampling can be summarized in the following statistics:

n= sampled items up to but not including the present sampling stage
dr1 = number of random defectives among the nl previous samples

n2 = sample size for the current sampling stage
dr 2 = number of random defectives among the n2 current samples

d= number of subpopulation defectives among the n2 current samples
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The objective is to test P = Pr+P s < 0.05 against P = Pr+Ps 2t 0.05. When using the
SPRT, this is done by calculating the likelihood

L(P) = max (Pr) d r lr2 (1P r) n-dr (P'Pr) d5 2 (P)2r 2 -ds 2Pr_<P

(24)

for P = Po and P = 0.05, where Po is a preassigned probability less than 0.05. The
resulting likelihoods L(Po) and L(0.05) are used to form the probability ratio needed
for the test.

Examples

To illustrate, consider the statistics

n1 , n2 = 72, 40
dr 1, dr 2 1,0 0 L I
ds2 = 1 72-. 112

for which we use a SPRT with Po = 0.01. In this case Eq. 24 gives:

for P = 0.01: Pr = 0.0042 and L(0.01) = 0.1221 10- 4

for P = 0.05: Pr = 0.01 and L(0.05) = 0.2651 10- 4

The likelihood ratio is L(0.01)/L(0.05) = 0.461. Therefore, from Eq. 16, an additional
sample of size 91 is needed before one can accept P < 0.05. The intuitive explanation of
this large additional sample is that only a sample size of 40 is available to constraint Ps
and one removable defective was found in that sample. Therefore one may expect to need
at least 72 additional samples. The required size is greater than 72 because one must in
addition constraint Pr and one random defective has been already found.

As a s n a , consider the case when

n 1 , n2 = 72, 40
dr 1 , dr 2 1,0 0 0 I
ds2 = 0 72 //2

The only difference with the previous case is that now no removable defective is found in



the current sampling stage. Then

L(0.01) = max p 0 .01 Pr (1-Pr) 7 1 (0.99) 4 0

L(0.05) = maxpr_<0 .05 Pr (1-Pr) 7 1 (0.95)40

Therefore,

for P = 0.01: Pr = 0.01 and L(0.01) = 0.3277 10- 2

for P = 0.05: Pr = 1/72 and L(0.05) = 0.0661 10- 2

In this case L(0.01)/L(0.05) = 4.96, with a required additional sample of 33. This
heavy sampling requirement prompts two observations:

1. This case is not the same as that in which one knows that there are no
removable defects. For the latter, one would accept P < 0.05 without any need
for additional sampling;

2. One needs a nondefective sample of n2 +33 73, mainly to guarantee that Ps is
small enough to accept Pr+P s < 0.05.

6. ADDITIONAL SAMPLING AND TESTING ISSUES

In this section we briefly deal with aspects of sampling and testing which have been left
out of our basic analysis. The main issues addressed are:

1. the fact that the SPR and Chernoffs tests were originally devised for the case
when only one item is sampled in each sampling stage, whereas the Watts Bar
sampling plan is "group sequential";

2. the lesser emphasis we have given to the criteria for population rejection
compared with the criteria for population acceptance;

3. the issue of termination of the test, to avoid excessive sampling in cases when
the outcome of the test ir repeatedly "continue sampling"; and

4. peculiarities in the testing of subpopulations.

Because Issues 1, 2 and 3 are closely related, they will be discussed jointly.
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6.1 Group-sequential Sampling, Test Termination, and Population
Rejection Criteria

It is often impractical to sample a population one item at a time, with an analysis step
following each new sampled item. This is why, for the Watts Bar records and hardware, a
group-sampling procedure is used. In the case of group sampling, it is reasonable to
select the size of the groups so that, if no defective is found in the group, the population
is accepted. This strategy, which avoids oversampling in the case of population
acceptance, was used in all the numerical examples presented above, for which the size
of the additional minimum sample was found through Eq. 16.

Strictly speaking, the SPRT and Chernoff's test do not apply to group sequential
sampling, unless the significance level a of the test is 0 (a' is the probability of
rejecting Ho: P < 0.05 when in fact Ho is true). In such case the sequential rule has only
two possible outcomes: "accept Ho " or "continue sampling". Notice that a two-outcome
rule of this type does not imply that the population will eventually be accepted
irrespective of P, because for large P the likelihood ratio on which the tests are based
drifts away from the acceptance threshold as the sample size increases. In fact it is
possible with a two-outcome test to still satisfy 03 = P[Ho acceptedIP = 0.05] = 0.05
through a minimal correction to the acceptance criteria. For example, a two-outcome
SPRT with 5 = 0.05 would accept Ho if L(Po)/L(0.05) >_ 113 = 20 rather than
L(Po)/L(0.05) > (1-a)/13 = 18.992 for the three-outcome test with a = 0.05.

If rejection of the population is a possible outcome at any stage of group-sequential
sampling, then the acceptance level for the likelihood ratio should be somewhere between
18.992 and 20 and using the intermediate value of 19.5 would appear to be reasonable.
This recommendation is in agreement with the analysis of group sequential testing of
Duncan (1974). Other discussions of group sampling, for example in Ghosh (1970) and
in Sigmund (1985) are generally limited to the case of groups of predetermined and
equal sizes and are therefore not much relevant to the present group-sampling strategy.

The previous analysis indicates the low sensitivity of the acceptance criteria to the
policy used for sampling and for population rejection. This lack of sensitivity is a
wellcome property, because at any stage of sampling TVA might want to decide whether to
reject the population or continue sampling on nonstatistical grounds, e.g. based on cost
considerations. The use of 19.5 as the acceptance threshold for the SPRT should provide
TVA with such flexibility.

An issue that is extensively disctussed in the literature on sequential hypothesis testing



is termination of the test before a certain sample size n" has been reached; see for
example Chernoff (1972). One proposed procedure is as follows: if n* samples have
been taken and the likelihood ratio is still between the acceptance and rejection
thresholds, then accept the hypothesis that is more likely at that time. For example, for
the SPRT, one would accept Ho if L(Po) > L(0.05) and otherwise one would reject Ho
(such symmetrical termination rule would actually be appropriate if a = 03; if this is not
the case, the rule should be made asymmetrical). Another possibility is to replace the
parallel stopping boundaries on the (d,n) plane by lines that converge at or before n =

n , as proposed by Anderson (1960).

In practice, for the Watts Bar plant, it is believed that there will be few borderline
cases requiring large samples before an acceptance/rejection decision is reached.
Therefore, a termination condition for the test may not be needed. If one has to be chosen,

then the simple rule that for n = n* compares the likelihood ratio to 1 should be
adequate.

6.2 Testing of Subpopulations

Whenever a subpopulation is identified and removed from the general population, it
should itself be investigated to decide whether or not its fraction defective exceeds 0.05.
All the procedures discussed earlier for the main population apply, including the
possible splitting of the subpopulation into higher-generation subpopulations. One
exception is the treatment of the samples up to and including the first subpopulation
defective, which should be discarted and not considered in the tests.

The reason for this action is that retaining the first defective would bias the test in favor
of rejection of the subpopulation. As an analogy, one may think of the case of testing for
the parameter of a Poisson process: clearly, starting the sample at the time when an
event occurs and including that event in the sample biases the test in favor of accepting
higher recurrence rates. On the other hand, the Poisson test would be unbiased if,
starting when an event occurs, the event itself is not included in the sample.

In the case of subpopulations identified by the procedure of Section 2, the bias would not
be as large as for the Poisson problem just mentioned because subpopulation sampling
would probably start with nondefective items. Nevertheless, the very fact that the
subpopulations subjected to investigation are those for which at least one defective item
was found in a sample of given size would introduce some bias. One way to eliminate the
bias is to ignore all the subpopuiation items up to and including the first defective, as



previously suggested.

7. SUMMARY OF TESTING PROCEDURE

A novel process of sampling and defect correction is being used at the Watts Bar plant to
ensure that the fraction defective P of various populations of items does not exceed 0.05.
The main feature of this process is that any discovered defective is subjected to root-
cause (RC) investigation, followed by an extent-of-condition (EOC) analysis to isolate
and correct subpopulations of items suspected to be more defective than the rest of the
population. This report develops statistical procedures to test Ho: P<0.05 under such
sampling and defect-correction conditions.

The basic idea is to test Ho by using standard sequential hypothesis tests based on
likelihood ratio statistics, after replacing the likelihood in those tests with a likelihood
appropriate to the sampling and population-correction strategy actually used. In this
way one is able to treat a wide variety of sampling situations, including those relevant to
the Watts Bar plant.

The likelihood of P needed for testing must be calculated in different ways depending on
what is known at the time of testing about the identified subpopulations and more
specifically about the number of defectives contained in the subpopulations and about the
dependence or independence of the associated defect causes. Figure 7 shows a
classification into 3 cases and indicates the section of the report where each case is
discussed.

Various situations have been illustrated through numerical examples, with the purpose
of showing the mechanics of testing, of revealing interesting features of the tests, and of
contrasting different cases. It is especially interesting to notice how the sample sizes
needed for testing are affected by whether or not the removal of subpopulations decreases
the fraction defective in the remaining population. In general, the sample size is
smallest for Case 1 in Figure 7 and is largest for Case 3.

An upper bound to the sample size needed to accept Ho for a given number of encountered
defectives is obtained by assuming that all defectives are of the "random" type, i.e. that
they cannot be associated with specific causes and removed as part of subpopulations. In
this worst case, the sample sizes can be determined quite easily from analytical
expressions or from tables given in Section 3.



It is clear that implementation of the testing procedures proposed here is more onerous
and complex than proceeding with the assumption of all random defectives. However, as
the numerical examples show, the potential for savings in sampling and repair costs
from recognition of the subtleties of the problem is quite large and in the view of the
writer justifies the extra work required.
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- solid symbols (1) denote random defectives (defectives that remain in the population)
- open symbols ( ( , L ) denote explained defectives. The shape of the open symbol

identifies the subpopulation to which the defective belongs

Figure 1 - Sequential sampling and the defective classification process
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Figure 2 - Example of classification tree. The segmentation symbolizes the different
stages of sampling
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Figure 3 - Illustration of sampling from a homogeneous population. Solid dots indicate
defective' samples, all of which remain in the population. Vertical bars
separate different stages of sampling.
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case Po intercepts ho=h1  slope s 1/s ho/s*
-------------------------------------

1 0.001 0.743 0.0127 78.7 58.5
2 0.00222 0.931 0.0155 64.4 60.0
3 0.01 1.784 0.0250 40.0 71.4
4 0.02 3.108 0.0328 30.5 94.8
5 0.03 5.538 0.0392 25.5 141.3

- --------------------------------------------- 
--this ratio is the sample size needed to accept the population if no defective is found

Figure 4 - Examples of Sequential Probability Ratio Tests (SPRT) for homogeneous
populations, P1 = 0.05, a = 13 = 0.05 and different values of Po. The
acceptance and rejection lines correspond to the inequalities in Eq. 7.
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Figure 5 - Acceptance lines of various sequential tests. The unmodified Chernoff test has
Type II error probability P > 0.05. For the other tests, P = 0.05. The
recommended tests are the SPRTIP=o=.01 and Chernofflp=0.05.
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Figure 6 - Illustration of reduced sampling sequence used to analyze cases when the
subpopulations have known size and number defectives..
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Figure 7 - Cases with RC/EOC analysis for which separate testing procedures are needed.
The report sections where the procedures are given are indicated near each
case.


